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Abstract 
 
The presented thesis is focused on strategies for the development of microelectrode based 
amperometric biosensors with the emphasis on characterization of novel immobilization 
materials. Experimental conditions for future miniaturization and development of atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) tip integrated glucose biosensors have been investigated and optimized. 
Furthermore, the phase transition behavior of thermally responsive hydrogel particles 
potentially serving as enzyme immobilization matrix has been studied by atomic force 
microscopy.  
Amperometric glucose biosensors were prepared by (i) pH shift induced pulsed deposition of 
enzyme containing polymer layers, and (ii) covalent attachment of self-assembled monolayers 
to electrode surfaces with subsequent crosslinking of glucose oxidase via glutaraldehyde. For 
the first approach, the optimal sensor stability was achieved by application of one deposition 
cycle with maximum current response of the sensor after a storage time of 12 - 24 h. The 
second approach based on covalent attachment revealed improved stability of the recognition 
layer, however, at decreased sensitivity in comparison to the polymer entrapment based 
biosensor due to lower amounts of immobilized enzyme. 
Manual calibration of the biosensors was compared to an automated standard addition 
procedure for the substrate glucose, established on the basis of flow injection analysis (FIA). 
While the latter approach yielded reproducible linear calibrations, high background noise limited 
the achievable limit of detection at the current stage of development.  
Immobilized thermoresponsive hydrogel microparticles were investigated with atomic force 
microscopy. Responsive hydrogels are innovative materials that show a change in the physical 
nature of the polymer network upon exposure to certain stimuli such as modulation of the 
temperature or pH. These properties render them useful matrices for a variety of applications 
ranging from drug delivery to biosensor design. However, prior to these challenging 
applications fundamental knowledge on the temperature responsive behavior of individual 
hydrogel particles is an essential prerequisite. In-situ experiments of the volume phase 
transition behavior of thermo- and pH-responsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) 
hydrogel particles after electrostatic and covalent immobilization were performed. The 
fundamentals for AFM investigation of volume phase transitions on individual hydrogel particles 
have successfully been established. Among the main findings of this study was the effect of tip-
sample interaction during AFM imaging on the volume phase transition behavior of individual 
hydrogel particles.  
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1  Introduction 
 

 

Figure 1.1: Schematic summary of the objectives of the presented thesis including future perspectives of 
this work. 

 
Rapid and molecule specific determination of analytes in complex matrices is a seminal field in 
modern analytical chemistry. Electrochemical biosensors provide an attractive platform for this 
challenge. The key element in effective biosensor design is the immobilization of analyte 
specific biorecognition elements at the transducer surface. Enzymes are among the most 
commonly applied recognition elements in biosensor technology, in particular due to their high 
selectivity. Retaining sufficient enzyme activity along with a minimum of conformational 
changes of the protein structure is of particular importance during the immobilization process 
influencing the performance and long term stability of the sensing interface. 
Miniaturization of (bio)sensor technology has gained increasing interest in the last decade. In 
particular, laterally resolved measurements of bioactivity at a sample surfaces requires the 
integration of electrochemical biosensor functionality into imaging device technology. 
Bifunctional atomic force microscopy (AFM) tips based on tip-integrated micro- and 
nanoelectrodes provide a unique platform for simultaneously obtaining laterally resolved 
information on multiple parameters correlated in space and time. 
Thermoresponsive hydrogels are potentially attractive immobilization matrices for advanced 
biosensor design. Due to their high water content they provide a favorable environment for 
biorecognition elements, and in particular for enzymes. However, this challenging application of 
hydrogels requires fundamental knowledge on these novel materials, especially on their 
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temperature responsive behavior. Scanning probe microscopy is a promising surface analytical 
technique for laterally resolved in-situ temperature studies of immobilized, individual hydrogel 
microparticles. 
The main focus of the presented thesis is the in-situ characterization of hydrogel microparticles 
and their temperature responsive behavior with atomic force microscopy for future application 
as immobilization matrix for biological components (e.g. enzyme entrapment) and/or model 
systems for soft biological surfaces. In addition, the experimental conditions and automated 
calibration procedures for the development of miniaturized amperometric glucose biosensors 
have been optimized. It is anticipated that the combination of the investigated technologies will 
lead to advanced AFM tip-integrated amperometric glucose biosensors for laterally resolved 
investigations at cell surfaces. 
. 
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2  Theoretical background 

2.1  Biosensors 

2.1.1 Basic principles and applications 

The rapid and/or on-line determination of analytes in complex matrices remains a challenge in 
modern analytical chemistry. Biosensors are gaining increasing interest in this field, in 
particular due to their molecular selectivity. Based on the IUPAC definition [1] a biosensor is “a 
self-contained integrated device which is capable of providing specific quantitative or semi-
quantitative analytical information using a biological recognition element, which is in direct 
spatial contact with a transducer element”. The biological recognition element specifically 
interacts with analyte molecules creating a change of physical or chemical parameters (e.g. pH, 
redox state, temperature, charge, refractive index, etc.), which can be converted by the 
transducer into a quantifiable read out signal (Figure 2.1). Usually, a signal obtained in the 
biochemical domain is transduced to the electrical domain. The obtained signal can be directly 
correlated to the concentration of the target analyte. 
 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a biosensor. The analyte specifically interacts with the biological 
recognition layer, which is in direct contact with a transducer. Data are amplified and converted into 
quantifiable readout signals. 

 
As the selectivity of the biosensor mainly depends on the nature of the biological recognition 
element and the immobilization process ensuring intimate interaction with the transducer 
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surface, appropriate selection of the sensor architecture and sophisticated immobilization 
strategies are a prerequisite. The majority of biosensors are based on enzymes serving as 
biological recognition elements. However, biosensors based on antibodies, cell components, 
whole cells, or even microorganisms can be found in literature [2, 3]. Besides high chemical 
specificity, enzymes provide inherent biocatalytic signal amplification. The long term stability of 
enzyme based biosensors relies on the ability of enzymes to regenerate and on appropriate 
strategies for retaining the enzyme activity after immobilization at the transducer interface. The 
most frequently applied transducer principles are electrochemical (amperometric, 
potentiometric, impedimetric, or conductometric) and optical (fluorescence, surface plasmon 
resonance, etc.) sensing platforms. However, mass sensitive or thermosensitive transduction 
principles can also be found in literature [4]. 
In principle, biosensors have a wide range of applications ranging from clinical analysis to 
environmental monitoring and can be considered a valuable asset to modern analytical 
chemistry. Among the main advantages is the high selectivity of the biological recognition 
element, which enables the analysis of complex samples mixtures frequently without any 
preceding separation procedures. Recent progress in miniaturization of biosensors results in 
faster response times and reduced costs due to the minimized consumption of biological 
components and reduced sample volumes. Biomedical and clinical analysis are certainly 
amongst the most promising applications for miniaturized biosensing devices [5, 6]. 
Among the described transduction principles, the presented work is focusing on novel 
strategies for miniaturized amperometric biosensors. 

2.1.2 Design and fundamental principles of amperometric biosensors 

Amperometric biosensors are based on the measurement of a current resulting from the 
electrochemical oxidation or reduction of an electroactive species, which is produced or 
consumed within the biocatalytic layer adjacent to the electrode surface. The obtained current 
is proportional to the bulk concentration of the analyte, if the biocatalytic reaction rates show a 
first order dependence. 
One of the main challenges in biosensor design is the immobilization of the enzyme at the 
transducer interface. In particular, specific and fast electron transfer between the recognition 
element and the electrode surface have to be maintained, while avoiding loss of catalytic 
enzymatic activity induced by e.g. conformational distortion during immobilization. Direct 
electron transfer from the active site of the enzyme to the electrode surface via electron 
tunneling represents the ideal case. However, direct electron transfer is difficult to achieve 
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since the redox centers of most oxidoreductases are deeply buried within the three dimensional 
protein structure [3]. Hence, the comparatively long distances to the electrode surface prevent 
regeneration of the active site via electron tunneling. Therefore, alternative approaches for 
enzyme immobilization have been developed and are discussed in the following section.  
In recent decades, amperometric biosensor design has evolved through several phases of 
development [3]: Early biosensor architectures (“first generation”) were predominantly based on 
direct adsorption of enzymes such as glucose oxidase at electrode surfaces [7]. Natural co-
substrates (e.g. molecular oxygen or NAD+) were used for recycling of the prosthetic group. 
These co-substrates act as electron-transfer shuttles between the enzyme and the electrode. 
However, unpredictable concentrations of natural co-substrate and desorption of the weakly 
immobilized enzyme generally led to unreliable analytical results and insufficient stability 
inspiring further evolvement of immobilization strategies. Artificially added redox mediators 
were used in the so called “second generation” of biosensors [8]. However, this biosensor 
design relies on a mediator, which is not immobilized in proximity of the electrode surface 
leading to “bleeding” of the mediator. Hence, applicability in sensitive environments such as 
biomedical in-vivo glucose analysis is limited. The “third generation” of biosensors (reagentless 
biosensors) is based on immobilization of the enzymatic component and covalent attachment 
of the artificial mediator. This approach leads to enhanced electron transfer via “electron 
hopping mechanisms” [9] and avoids the problem of decreasing sensor response due to 
leaching of the mediator. 
In general, a variety of enzyme immobilization techniques can be applied at electrode surfaces, 
including drop or dip coating of solutions containing appropriate cross linkers in presence of the 
biological recognition element [10], or use of sol-gel matrices [11, 12]. Screen printing techniques 
[13] or spin coating techniques [14] are of increasing importance, since better control of the 
immobilization process can be achieved, which is of particular importance for developing 
miniaturized sensor systems [13, 14]. 
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) provide a well controlled chemical toolbox for immobilizing 
biological recognition elements. These highly ordered thin films provide the opportunity to 
attach enzymes at a defined distance from the transducer interface with high reproducibility. As 
an example, gold electrodes can be modified with functionalized thiolate SAMs (e.g. 
cystaminiumdihydrochloride). Subsequently, the enzyme can either be covalently coupled to 
the monolayer or cross linked via glutaraldehyde [15]. 
Entrapment of biological recognition elements within electrochemically formed polymer films is 
an attractive immobilization strategy for amperometric biosensors, as the immobilization can be 
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localized at and confined to the electroactive area of the sensor. Hence, conducting polymers 
such as polypyrrole, polyaniline, polythiophene and their functionalized derivatives are 
frequently applied as immobilization matrix. Enzyme entrapment is achieved by 
electropolymerization in presence of the biological component. Several extensive reviews on 
biosensors based on conducting polymers have been published in literature [16-19]. Among the 
disadvantages of this entrapment technology is the stiffness of the polymer backbone leading 
to decreased diffusion kinetics of the redox mediator and in consequence a decreased electron 
transfer rate [3]. Recently, an immobilization technique based on electrochemically induced, 
localized deposition of enzyme-containing polymer suspensions has been reported [20]. 
Oxidation of water at the electrode surface leads to a locally induced pH shift and to a 
significant change in polymer solubility. Therefore, the polymer locally precipitates at the 
electrode surface entrapping simultaneously present enzyme molecules. 
Redox hydrogels are another promising group of polymers, which can be applied as 
entrapment matrix. These materials are particularly suitable for the construction of reagentless 
biosensors [3]. The attractive advantages of redox hydrogel based immobilization matrices 
result from following properties: (i) the redox mediator is covalently bound to the backbone of 
the polymer matrix. Hence, this approach ensures a high local concentration of redox relays 
enabling fast electron transfer; (ii) the high water content of the hydrogel provides a favorable 
environment for enzymes maintaining high activity; (iii) the flexibility of the backbone leads to 
advantageous diffusion kinetics for the enzymatic substrate and its reaction products; and (iv) 
redox hydrogels show excellent biocompatibility along with reduced biofouling of the transducer 
surface. However, especially for miniaturized biosensors the electrode modification procedure 
for immobilizing the biological recognition element has to be improved. In principle, the 
combination of conducting polymers with hydrogels may provide an optimal strategy for the 
formation of conducting redox hydrogels merging the advantages of both approaches [3]. 

2.1.3 (Thermo)responsive hydrogels 

Hydrogels are promising materials serving as immobilization matrices in advanced biosensor 
design [3]. Especially so called responsive or “smart” hydrogels are material systems attracting 
substantial interest e.g. in the field of drug delivery. Individual environmentally responsive 
hydrogel particles or clusters of particles may also prove valuable as tunable model 
compartments mimicking e.g. soft biological surfaces or exocytosis by triggering molecular 
release events. 
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Responsive hydrogels are defined as highly solvent swollen, mostly hydrophilic and crosslinked 
polymers, which show an abrupt change of the physical nature of their polymer network upon 
exposure to certain stimuli (e.g. temperature, pH, etc.). In their swollen state, polymer-solvent 
interactions are thermodynamically favorable. However, upon subsequent variation of the 
stimulus the solvation behavior of the polymer chains is changed and polymer-polymer 
interactions are thermodynamically preferable. The state where the stimulus induced change 
occurs is called the volume phase transition (VPT) of the hydrogel. 
Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (polyNIPAM) based hydrogels are among the most popular 
representatives of temperature responsive hydrogels [21-23]. Depending on their composition, 
the volume phase transition temperature (VPTT) can be deliberately tuned. Co-polymerization 
of acidic monomers such as acrylic acid (AAc) additionally leads to pH responsive behavior. 
Hence, the physical nature of the hydrogel depends on both the temperature and the pH of the 
solution [24]. 
Synthesis of small hydrogel particles (nanospheres; microgels) is usually achieved by free 
radical precipitation polymerization [21]. An initiator (e.g. persulfate) is added to the monomer 
solution, which contains cross-linking co-monomers (e.g. N, N’-methylene(bisacrylamide), BIS). 
At temperatures of about 60-70 °C the persulfate forms free radicals initiating the 
polymerization process. The polymerization process is followed by several cleaning steps 
removing both the sol (i.e. linear or only slightly branched polymer constituents) and the 
polydisperse fraction of the hydrogel. Besides uniform microgels also multiresponsive core-
shell hydrogel nanoparticles can be designed following appropriate multistep synthesis 
protocols [25]. 
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) techniques or photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) are 
frequently applied to determine particle size and size distribution in microgels, especially, for 
solvated polymer particles [21, 26]. Optical microscopy is applied for studying immobilized 
hydrogel microspheres [27]. Here, it should be mentioned that single hydrogel particles can be 
depicted, however, only for large particles (diam. > 1 µm) the volume phase transition can be 
observed. Hydrogel films can be investigated with surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 
techniques [28, 29]. The combination of this surface sensitive technique measuring minute 
refractive index changes with confocal fluorescence microscopy, ellipsometry or quartz crystal 
microbalance (QCM) devices, leads to a deeper insight into hydrogel formation processes and 
yields optical and mechanical properties of hydrogel films. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a 
promising technique to study the structure and mechanical properties of hydrogels in-situ [30-32]. 
However, to date this technique was mostly applied to investigate hydrogel films. In-situ AFM 
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studies at single hydrogel particles along with the investigation of their temperature responsive 
behavior have not yet been reported in literature. 
Upon passing the VPT, the volume and shape of hydrogel particles rapidly change. Following 
this behavior, two different types of hydrogels can be differentiated [23]: (i) rapid collapse of the 
polymer network leading to expulsion of up to 90 % of the contained solvent [33]. This behavior 
is usually defined as negative temperature behavior. (ii) In contrast, hydrogels, which swell 
upon passing the VPT due to uptake of solvent show positive temperature behavior. 
Within this thesis only the first type of particles was investigated. Under certain conditions, 
hydrogels can be loaded with e.g. drugs inside the hydrogel particle. The abrupt deswelling 
process allows delivering of the incorporated species to a specific site. Hence, drug release 
can be triggered by e.g. temperature induced deswelling. Likewise, entrapment of enzymes 
instead of drugs can be used to design novel biosensors based on the unique features 
provided by responsive hydrogels. Furthermore, the simulation of abrupt release events while 
passing the VPT of the hydrogel could render responsive hydrogels an interesting model 
system for miniaturized biosensor optimization prior to work at live cells. While temperature 
induced release of entrapped molecules can be performed and measured in bulk solution, 
laterally resolved investigation of local release events at single particles remains a challenge 
that has not been reported yet. Imaging techniques based on scanning multifunctional probes 
in close proximity across the surface of individual hydrogel particles is a promising approach in 
this field. 
Besides the deswelling behavior, the volume phase transition is usually associated with a 
change in particle stiffness. If the particles contain acidic side chains (i.e. also show pH 
responsive behavior), pH changes usually also result in changes of the water content and, 
consequently, the particle stiffness. 
In order to study the functionality of responsive hydrogel particles and their potential application 
as immobilization matrix for biosensors, laterally resolved information on single particle 
behavior during their transition state is a fundamental prerequisite. The temperature dependent 
behavior and morphology changes during the transition state are interesting aspects, which can 
be studied with scanning probe techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM). 
Throughout this thesis, the main emphasize was focused on fundamental studies for 
investigating temperature dependent deswelling of individual hydrogel particles with AFM. 
Based on the obtained results, the remaining challenges and future applications will be 
discussed. 
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As already indicated, hydrogels are interesting candidates for immobilizing enzymes at a 
transducer surface due to their hydrophilic nature. Compared to conventional polymer matrices, 
immobilization in hydrogel matrices provides improved diffusion kinetics and biocompatibility, 
along with reduced biofouling. Additionally, the mass transfer rate between the enzyme 
containing hydrogel layer and the bulk solution is increased upon passing the VPT resulting in 
strongly reduced response times of a biosensor [34]. First results indicate another unique feature 
of temperature responsive hydrogels: enzymes being entrapped in the network of responsive 
cross-linked hydrogels retain high enzyme activity even if the denaturation temperature of the 
protein is passed. Apparently, the collapse of the polymeric network and consequently tighter 
entrapment of the protein molecules protects the enzyme and prevents denaturation beyond 
the usual solution denaturation temperature. Hence, hydrogel matrices are potential 
alternatives for enzyme based measurements at harsh environmental conditions. Finally, the 
attachment of hydrogel layers via covalent binding at Au surfaces is a well known procedure. 
Consequently, the modification of electrode surfaces with responsive hydrogel particles and 
films can be envisaged. 

2.1.4 Miniaturization of biosensors 

Miniaturization and integration of biosensors are intensively studied aspects in recent biosensor 
research [35]. Faster response times and reduced costs of fabrication due to minimized 
consumption of potentially expensive analytes and samples are among the key interests in this 
respect. 
Miniaturized and highly integrated biosensors utilizing “on chip technology” have successfully 
been demonstrated [36]. However, application of these devices is usually restricted to bulk 
measurements. Obtaining laterally resolved information (“imaging biosensors”) is of high 
importance, especially in biomedical sciences. Complex biological samples require the 
simultaneous measurement of multiple parameters correlated in space and time [37]. Accurate 
positioning and scanning (imaging mode) of miniaturized biosensors in close proximity to the 
sample surface enables laterally resolved sensing of individual (re)active sites (see also 2.2.1.2 
and 2.2.1.3). 
In order to develop and optimize miniaturized systems, usually a “macroscopic” version of the 
device is developed and characterized. For example, the development of integrated scanning 
amperometric biosensors requires preliminary tests performed at microelectrode based 
enzymatic biosensors. The process of transferring the geometric factors and the obtained 
performance of the “macroscopic” version to the miniaturized device is typically called “scaling 
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down”. In this thesis, first steps towards miniaturization of a previously optimized 
microelectrode based glucose biosensor into AFM tip integrated electrodes were performed. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Scanning probe microscopy 

The term scanning probe microscopy (SPM) covers a variety of techniques providing 
measurements of surface topography and laterally resolved physical-chemical surface 
properties with high lateral resolution. The basic principle of SPM techniques relies on the 
specific tip-sample interaction as the probe is scanned in close proximity across the sample 
surface. The main difference between individual SPM techniques derives from the fundamental 
physical principle of the selected tip-sample interaction determining the probe distance 
regulation. Depending on the tip-sample interaction, SPM can be classified into various 
techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), 
scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM), and near-field scanning optical microscopy 
(NSOM) listing the most important representatives. With the development of STM Binnig and 
Rohrer laid out the fundamentals for a whole family of scanning probe techniques, which was 
honored with the Nobel prize in physics in 1986 [38, 39]. In the same year, G. Binnig et al [40] 
introduced the AFM. Due to their relevance in the present thesis, AFM and SECM will be 
discussed in detail in the following chapters.  

2.2.1.1 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

AFM has rapidly developed into a routine tool for surface scientists in vacuum and ambient 
environments. In contrast to STM, no limitations due to the electrical properties of the sample 
restrict the application of AFM. 
In AFM a sharp tip, which is mounted on a soft cantilever is scanned in close proximity across a 
sample surface detecting variations in physical and chemical attractive and repulsive forces at 
the molecular and atomic level. Due to force interactions between the sample and the tip the 
cantilever is actuated. The resulting cantilever displacement provides the required information 
for imaging the topography of the sample surface. Repulsive short range forces, electrostatic 
forces, van der Waals forces, magnetic forces or capillary forces may cause bending of the 
cantilever. Depending on the measurement mode, different forces are dominating during the 
tip-sample interaction. For example, in AFM non-contact mode long range forces (e.g. 
electrostatic forces, van der Waals forces, magnetic forces or capillary forces) are dominating, 
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whereas in AFM contact mode repulsive short range forces are mainly responsible for the tip-
sample interaction. The proportional relationship between force and displacement of the 
engaged cantilever is described by Hook’s law. 
Piezoelectric (x, y, z) positioning elements and a feedback control system are applied to keep 
the probe in constant distance to the sample surface. In most commercial systems the 
deflection of the cantilever is detected with an optical measurement, though other 
measurement principles can be used. During optical detection, a radiation from a laser diode is 
focused on the tip end of the cantilever and reflected onto a split photodiode. In most cases, 
photodiodes with four commensurate segments (upper and lower; left and right) are used. The 
read-out between the upper and the lower part provides information on the cantilever deflection 
(topography), whereas the signal difference between the left and right photodiode segment 
reflects frictional information (friction force microscopy, FFM) due to e.g. torsion of the 
cantilever. 
Two basic operational principles can be applied during AFM studies: in the constant height 
mode the z-coordinate is not adjusted during scanning and the deflection of the cantilever is 
directly measured. Consequently, measuring in constant height mode is suitable for flat 
samples, small scan areas and high scan rates. If thermal drifts are efficiently eliminated high 
resolution imaging down to the atomic level is enabled. However, this mode is limited to flat 
samples due to potential tip crashes at substrates with high surface roughness. In this case, 
the vertical position of the tip has to be re-adjusted. The height information measured using the 
deflection of the cantilever is compared with a default value based on a feedback loop. The 
feedback system controls the piezoelectric positioning system to maintain the default deflection 
value constant during the AFM measurement. This principle leads to so called constant force 
measurements (constant force mode). The constant force mode is typically used for imaging 
rough samples and when scanning large areas. 
In non contact mode AFM the cantilever is scanned at a distance > 10 Å across the sample 
surface. As a consequence, at these distances only long range forces (e.g. electrostatic forces) 
are causing deflection of the cantilever. In general, the achievable resolution does not favorably 
compare to contact mode imaging, although, atomic resolution in non contact mode AFM was 
reported in literature for imaging semiconductors and insulating surfaces in ultra high vacuum 
(UHV) conditions [41, 42]. Applications of non contact mode AFM are focused on the investigation 
of long range forces and for imaging delicate samples such as liquid/air interfaces [43]. 
In contact mode AFM the tip is in physical contact with the sample surface during imaging. 
Considering an ideal tip, only a couple of atoms of the tip material are interacting with the 
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sample surface. The orbitals of the atoms in this small area (apex of the tip) are overlapping 
with the molecular or atomic orbitals of the sample. Due to this overlap, inter-atomic repulsive 
short range forces arise, which are among other interactions responsible for deflection of the 
cantilever. Atomic resolution can be achieved by successful elimination of other forces 
(e.g. capillary forces due to thin films of humidity covering every surface at ambient conditions) 
and thermal drifts. 
 

 

Figure 2.2: Idealized force distance curve and schematic depiction of AFM cantilever deflection (black line: 
approaching, red line: withdrawing the tip). (1) At a large tip-sample distance the tip does not interact 
attractively with the sample and the cantilever deflection is not altered. (2) The AFM tip is engaged at the 
surface. Upon further decreasing the distance of the cantilever, the interaction between the probe and the 
surface follows Hook’s law. (3) The deflection of the cantilever reaches its maximum value, and the 
distance is increased again. (4) The point were the tip should withdraw from the surface is delayed due to 
(attractive) adhesive interactions in respect to the approaching curve. To minimize forces, measurements 
should be performed as close to point (4) as possible. (5) The tip withdraws from the surface and returns 
to the initial state (6). 

 
Besides recording topographical images, AFM is frequently used for force spectroscopy by 
recording so called force distance curves. The tip-sample interaction at small distances to the 
sample surface is measured and can be a valuable parameter for the characterization of the 
sample elasticity. Figure 2.2 shows an idealized force distance curve. At large distances the tip 
does not interact with the sample. When the tip is approaching the sample surface 
probe/sample interaction resumes, however, with forces much lower than the restoring force of 
the cantilever. The cantilever abruptly engages with the sample surface due to attractive van 
der Waals interactions, which then exceed the restoring force of the cantilever. The 
engagement is also described as the tip “jumping” to the surface. Upon further decreasing the 
distance, the cantilever deflection is increased. This part of the force distance curve can be 
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characterized by Hook’s law, showing a linear dependence between force and distance. If the 
tip sample distance is increased again, the tip is withdrawn from the surface. Adhesive forces 
between the probe and the sample delay the probe/sample disruption in respect to the 
approaching curve. Ideally, measurements should be performed at minimized forces to avoid 
excessive forces at the sample surface, which may mechanically affect or destroy the sample. 
In general, contact mode AFM is mainly applied to imaging of comparatively hard sample 
surfaces. 
The introduction of intermittent contact mode AFM (dynamic mode, acoustic mode or tapping 
mode AFM; the latter is a trademark of Digital Instruments) was a significant step facilitating the 
investigation of soft sample surfaces such as biological species and polymers. Dynamic mode 
measurements can be performed in air and liquid phase [44, 45]. In dynamic mode the cantilever 
is oscillated at its resonance frequency using either acoustic or magnetic excitation. In contrast 
to permanent contact with the sample, intermittent contact with the surface results in reduced 
tip-sample contact time and hence, minimized frictional forces [46, 47]. 
Valuable information on sample properties such as elasticity or frictional forces can be obtained 
by recording phase images (in dynamic mode AFM) or frictional force measurements (in 
contact mode AFM), respectively. Besides the elasticity information, phase imaging is a 
promising technique to discriminate chemically different areas at the sample surface. However, 
element specific or direct chemical information cannot be obtained with this technique, in 
particular if unknown samples are investigated. Chemical modification of AFM tips extends the 
information content obtained by conventional force spectroscopy utilizing molecular interaction 
forces between the modified tip and the sample surface. 
Single bond rupture events and the determination of binding constants were first reported in 
1994 by Gaub and co-workers [48] and Colton and co-workers [49]. Extensive reviews on single-
molecule force spectroscopy have recently been published [50-53]. Especially in the field of 
biosciences the simultaneous detection of surface topography and chemical functionality 
enables investigation of structure-function relationships. This promising approach yields 
enhanced insight into biological and biochemical mechanisms. Molecular recognition force 
microscopy (MRFM) is an excellent technique for the characterization of single ligand-receptor 
binding and dissociation combining dynamic force microscopy with simultaneous molecular 
recognition. Affinity constants, rate constants and energy barriers have been estimated and 
bond widths of binding pockets have been determined [54-57]. Recently, the determination of 
receptor sites with an accuracy at the nanometer scale has been reported [58]. An antibody for 
lysozyme was tethered to a magnetically oscillated AFM tip and used for imaging immobilized 
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lysozyme molecules with high resolution. However, this principle can be theoretically extended 
to any ligand-receptor pair opening the field for a variety of applications. Another example is 
studying the Na+/D-Glucose co-transporters in brush border membrane vesicles with a PAN3-
antibody modified AFM tip [59]. Single antibody-antigen recognition events can be observed by 
recording of force distance cycles during dynamic force imaging. 
The lack of direct chemical information is among the major drawbacks of conventional AFM 
with non-modified probes. Nonetheless, AFM is an attractive surface analytical technique for 
imaging with high lateral resolution and for obtaining topographical information on surface 
processes on a wide variety of different sample surfaces in UHV and at ambient conditions. 
Additionally, direct surface structural information goes along with a high dynamic scan range 
covering approx. 5 orders of magnitude. 

2.2.1.2 Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) 

Since the introduction of ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs), unprecedented advances in 
electroanalytical chemistry have been achieved. UMEs are commonly defined as electrodes 
with at least one dimension (“critical dimension”) of the electroactive surface in the range of 
25 µm to a few nanometers [60]. There are different types of microelectrodes including disk, 
ring, ring-disk, spherical or conical electrodes. Disk electrodes are among the most widely used 
and studied UME types. The dimensional aspect has a major impact on the mass transport 
phenomena at the electrode surface. Mass transport towards a macroscopic electrode is 
described by planar diffusion. In contrast, due to the minimized electroactive area and edge 
effects, microelectrodes are characterized by hemispherical diffusion behavior, which is shown 
in Figure 2.3. Resulting, microelectrodes provide attractive features in terms of their 
electrochemical behavior making them particularly suitable for imaging applications. 
Hemispherical diffusion results in an enhanced mass transport causing the thickness of the 
diffusion layer to rapidly reach a steady state value. At macroelectrodes, the thickness of the 
diffusion layer is strongly time dependent, as described by the Cotrell equation. For this 
consideration the current is represented by the diffusional flux of the electroactive species 
(convection and migration are neglected). By solving Fick’s second law of diffusion, the planar 
diffusion towards the electractive area results in a concentration gradient resulting in a time-
dependent Faraday current. The relationship of time dependent current and the diffusion 
behavior is given by the the Cotrell equation: 
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where n is the number of electrons transferred at the electrode, F is the Faraday constant, A is 
the area of the elctroactive surface, D is the diffusion coefficient of the redox species in 
solution, c is the concentration of the redox mediator and t is the time. 
In the case of microelectrodes the Cotrell equation has to be modified by an additional, non 
time dependent, term due to hemispherical diffusion. Due to the smaller electrode area the 
diffusion layer exceeds the dimension of the electroactive area. The obtained Faraday current 
depends on the time scale of the experiment. In case of short experiments the planar diffusion 
prevails and the current response is determined by the time dependent term of the Cotrell 
equation. At longer time scales additional radial diffusion dominates and the enhanced mass 
transfer towards the electrode results in a steady state current response, which is described by 
the second term of the modified Cotrell equation:.  
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where n is the number of electrons transferred at the electrode, F is the Faraday constant, A is 
the area of the elctroactive surface, D is the diffusion coefficient of the redox species in 
solution, c is the concentration of the redox mediator, t is the time and r is the electrode radius. 
For UMEs, double layer charging effects are minimized and the ohmic drop is strongly reduced. 
Their small dimensions and advantageous  electrochemical behavior renders microelectrodes a 
versatile component of electrochemical imaging systems, usually referred to as scanning 
electrochemical microscopy (SECM) [61, 62]. 
 

 

Figure 2.3: Comparison of the diffusion behavior at a macro- and microelectrode.  
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With the investigation of local concentration profiles using an UME and the description of the 
faradaic current at an UME in the late 1980’s Engstrom and co-workers [63] and Bard and co-
workers [64-66], respectively, laid the fundamentals for scanning electrochemical microscopy 
(SECM). This in-situ scanning probe technique is a powerful method for the investigation of 
(electro)chemical surface and interface processes with increasing importance in the biological 
and biomedical disciplines. 
In SECM, a biased UME is scanned in close proximity across a sample surface and the 
faradaic current measured at the UME is recorded. Signal generation in SECM is based on 
surface induced changes of the faradaic current due to hemispherical diffusion of redoxactive 
species in solution to the biased UME. Besides the (electro)chemical properties of the sample 
surface, the measured current is strongly dependent on the distance between the UME and the 
sample surface topology. Hence, accurate positioning of the microelectrode is of major 
importance and will be discussed below. While different electrode geometries such as ring, disk 
or conical microelectrodes can be used for SECM experiments [67-70], predominantly disk UMEs 
are reported as scanning probes. 
There are several modes of operation in SECM, with the feedback mode [66] and the 
generation/collection mode (GC mode) [71] as the most prominently applied techniques. Direct 
mode SECM is mainly used for surface modifications and should therefore only be mentioned 
here for completion [72]. 
The diffusion controlled steady state current iT∞ arising at a biased disk microelectrode in bulk 
solution (i.e. at least several tip diameters away from the surface, implied by the subscript ∞) is 
described by following equation [73]: 
 

nFDcriT 4=∞  (3) 
 
where n is the number of electrons transferred at the electrode, F is the Faraday constant, D is 
the diffusion coefficient of the redox species in solution, c is the concentration of the redox 
mediator and r the disk radius. 
For measurements in feedback mode the solution contains one redox form of a quasi reversible 
redox couple, which is usually artificially added to a supporting electrolyte solution. By applying 
the respective potential at the microelectrode, the redox species is either oxidized or reduced 
resulting in a diffusion-limited faradaic current measured at the UME. Depending on the 
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(electro)chemical properties of the investigated sample surface, the concentration of the redox 
mediator and, hence, the faradaic current is influenced by the surface properties when the tip is 
in close proximity to the sample surface. If the tip is approaching an insulating surface, at 
distances smaller than few electrode radii hemispherical diffusion of the redox active species 
towards the UME is blocked and the current measured at the electrode decreases compared to 

∞Ti  (negative feedback). In contrast, if the tip is approaching a conducting or electrochemically 

active surface, the species oxidized or reduced at the UME can be regenerated by the sample 
surface leading to a recycling effect in the vicinity of the microelectrode. Hence, the faradaic 

current measured at the UME is increased compared to ∞Ti , which is called positive feedback. 

Current-distance curves (or so called “approach curves”) are recorded to determine the UME 
tip-to-sample distance. A schematic representation of typical approach curves is given in Figure 
2.4. 
 

 

Figure 2.4: Idealized SECM approach curves in feedback mode approaching a conductive sample surface 
(2) and an insulating sample surface (3). (1) The microelectrode is several radii away from the surface, the 

diffusion controlled steady state current iT∞ is recorded. (2) Positive feedback. Upon approaching the 
microelectrode towards the conducting surface the current signal increases due to the regeneration of the 
redox species at the substrate. (3) Negative feedback observed when approaching an insulating surface. 
The diffusion of the redox species towards the UME is blocked and the current signal decreases. 

 
It should be noted that for optimized diffusion conditions during feedback mode SECM 
experiments the insulating shield of the electrode needs to have a certain thickness correlated 

to the dimensions of the electroactive area (RG value, 
electrode

shield

r
r

RG = ) [66]. During negative 
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feedback the diffusion rate and diffusion efficiency into the narrow gap between electrode and 
sample surface is strongly dependent on the dimension of the microelectrode and the insulating 
glass shielding. Derived from numerical simulations for approaching insulating and conductive 
sample surfaces, this effect is less prominent for positive feedback, as the resulting current 
mainly depends on the regeneration of the electroactive species and less on diffusional 
transport in the tip-sample gap. It has been found that for RG values of 5 – 10, theoretical 
approach curves correspond well with the experimentally obtained data [66]. 
In the generation/collection mode locally produced electroactive species are mapped when the 
UME is in close proximity to the sample surface. Two different approaches are described in 
literature: (i) the substrate generation/tip collection (SG/TC) and (ii) the tip generation/substrate 
collection (TG/SC) mode. In SG/TC mode, the substrate is used to generate a reactant, which 
is then detected (collected) by the microelectrode. The first paper relevant for the development 
of SECM, which was published in 1986 by Engstrom et al using an UME to study concentration 
profiles near electrode surfaces is an excellent example of this operation mode [63]. In TG/SC 
mode, the tip generates a species, which is then collected by the substrate acting as detecting 
electrode. Although the lateral resolution obtained in feedback mode can not be achieved in 
generation collection experiments, this mode is frequently used for investigations at biological 
samples due to the higher sensitivity. 
In SECM imaging the microelectrode is typically scanned in a (x, y) plane across the surface 
(constant height mode) after recording of approach curves to determine the UME to sample 
distance. The experimental results are plotted as faradaic current versus distance curves and 
compared with theoretical approach curves, which are usually based on well established 
numerical simulations for different electrode geometries [66, 74]. However, this approach is 
limited to amperometric electrodes. Positioning of non-amperometric UMEs (such as 
biosensors or potentiometric electrodes) requires alternative position strategies. Additionally, 
several problems arise when imaging is performed in constant height mode. The lateral 
resolution of SECM in conventional constant height is not comparable to other SPM techniques 
such as AFM and STM. High lateral resolution could be achieved using nanometer-sized 
electrodes, which in turn require a significantly reduced working distance in contrast to 
micrometer-sized electrodes. If sub- microelectrodes or nanoelectrodes are used for imaging, 
the tip to sample distance, which again needs to be within several radii of the electroactive tip 
area, may easily lead to tip crashes when scanning over rough or tilted sample surfaces in 
constant height. Hence, tip and sample may be destroyed. Furthermore, images recorded at a 
fixed (constant) height may represent a convolution of electrochemical surface properties and 
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topography, which is especially critical for unknown sample topographies [75]. Consequently, 
separation of electrochemical and topographical information along with reduction of the 
electrode size is required for high resolution electrochemical imaging. In addition, quantification 
of the obtained electrochemical data requires precise knowledge of the electrode-sample 
distance. These aspects clearly document that current independent positioning is the key 
problem of conventional SECM. 
Early attempts have been made towards solving the “fixed height” problem [76-78]. which were 
still mainly dependent on the electrochemical signal [75]. In 1995 Ludwig et al. [79] introduced the 
first promising approach, which enabled scanning the UME at a constant distance across the 
sample surface. Adapted from the distance control in NSOM [80], a fiber-shaped microelectrode 
is laterally vibrated at its resonance frequency while approaching the sample surface. Due to 
hydrodynamic interactions with the sample surface the vibration amplitude is damped in close 
proximity. The damping of the vibration is detected with an optical system using radiation of a 
laser diode focused onto the fiber electrode tip. A feedback loop then regulates the position of 
the UME independent of the measured faradaic current by keeping the vibration damping at a 
constant value. Recently, alternative non-optical shear force based constant distance control 
techniques have been introduced [81]. Alternative piezoelectric shear force detection based on 
tuning fork or a system containing two piezoelectric plates have been integrated into SECM for 
distance control. Applying the constant distance mode based on shear force detection also 
allows positioning of nanoelectrodes and non-amperometric UMEs. 

2.2.1.3 Combined AFM-SECM 

Recently, smart combination of scanning probe microscopy techniques has been described in 
literature overcoming some of the limitations discussed in the previous chapters of this thesis. 
For example, AFM provides only limited chemical information, whereas SECM still can not 
compete with the lateral resolution obtained by STM and AFM. Merging complementary 
techniques is a promising approach of overcoming these limitations. Combinations of SECM 
and STM [82, 83], SECM and NSOM [84, 85], and SICM and NSOM [86] have been reported in 
literature. Due to relevance for the presented work, this chapter will exclusively focus on the 
combination of AFM with SECM, and the development of scanning electrochemical micro- and 
nanobiosensors. By merging the principle of SECM with the technology of AFM, simultaneous 
imaging of topography and electrochemical reactivity at surfaces and interfaces can be 
achieved. 
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Recently, two approaches combining AFM and SECM have been realized. Macpherson et al 
[87-89] fabricated bent Pt wire nanoelectrodes, which are shaped like AFM cantilevers and 
insulated except for the very tip of the wire. Although high lateral resolution in SECM can be 
achieved with these small tips, usually the simultaneous measurement of topography and 
electrochemistry is restricted to contact mode imaging of robust, non-conductive samples. Non-
contact mode imaging can be used for conductive samples operating in the lift mode of AFM. In 
lift mode, the topography is imaged within a first scan and the recorded data is subsequently 
used to maintain a constant distance between the tip and the surface. After the tip is “lifted” 
from the surface the electrochemical data are recorded in a second scan. To date, imaging in 
AFM dynamic mode has not been reported with these combined probes due to the variation of 
spring constants of these hand made tips [37]. 
The second approach is based on the integration of submicro- and nanoelectrodes into 
scanning probe cantilevers by microfabrication and 3-dimensional focused ion beam milling, 
and was first introduced by Kranz et al. [90] in 2001. Commercially available silicon nitride AFM 
probes are sputtered with a layer of conductive material (mainly Au or Pt) and subsequently 
insulated with silicon nitride by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). 
Alternatively, Parylene C is used for insulation deposited by chemical vapor polymerization 
(CVP). Focused ion beam technology (FIB), frequently used as maskless micro- and 
nanofabrication tool in semiconductor industries [91], is applied to reproducible expose an 
electroactive area recessed from the apex of the insulating AFM tip [92]. The length of the AFM 
tip is correlated to the dimensions of the integrated electrode to ensure an optimum working 
distance between electrode and sample surface. High resolution AFM imaging is achieved by 
re-shaping the AFM tip via FIB milling. Frame-, ring- or disk-shaped electrodes can be 
integrated into AFM tips based on this technology with sizes down to 100 nm so far achieved 
for tip-integrated disk electrodes [93]. Figure 2.5 shows images of an integrated AFM tip prior 
and after FIB milling. 
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Figure 2.5 Modified AFM cantilever prior (A) and after (B, C) the FIB microstructuring process. The 
integrated electrode as well as the reshaped AFM tip can be clearly seen (height of the reshaped AFM tip 
450 nm, edge length of the frame electrode 960 nm).  

 
As the reshaped AFM tip acts as a spacer between the sample and the electrode, a fixed tip to 
sample distance can be maintained throughout the entire measurement. Hence, non-
amperometric probes such as integrated biosensors or potentiometric microelectrodes can be 
positioned at an exactly defined distance from the sample surface. Simultaneously recorded 
AFM and SECM images of both conductive and insulating samples can be obtained in contact 
and dynamic mode operation of AFM [94]. The resonance frequency of the modified cantilever 
remains virtually unaltered and the resulting amplitude of the tip does not significantly disturb 
the electrochemical current response of the sub-micrometer-sized electrode [94]. Hence, these 
combined microfabricated AFM-SECM probes can be applied to a variety of interfacial 
problems ranging from biological/biomedical applications to material characterization and 
surface modification. Especially in the biological and biomedical field, combined AFM-SECM 
promises to become a powerful and versatile tool, as many biological processes induce 
structural changes in combination with electrochemical signals [93]. As an example, 
simultaneously obtained topographical and electrochemical information on enzyme activity in 
contact mode AFM and GC mode SECM [95] and in dynamic mode and GC mode SECM have 
recently been reported [93]. 
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Figure 2.6: Scheme of an AFM tip integrated biosensor. Immobilization of the enzyme over entrapment in a 
polymer matrix (A) and crosslinking with glutaraldehyde to a SAM system (B). 

 
Furthermore, this concept can be extended to electrochemical micro- and nanobiosensors 
integrated into bifunctional scanning probes, which enables precise positioning of miniaturized 
biosensors in close proximity of the sample surface. Well established surface modification 
processes for biosensors can be adapted to immobilize biological recognition elements at the 
surface of the integrated electrode. Techniques adressing the electroactive area are especially 
favorable for site specific modification. pH shift induced deposition of polymer films and SAM 
modification of electrodes are therefore of particular interest (see Figure 2.6). Deposition of the 
enzyme at the electrode surface enables highly specific detection of analyte molecules 
generated at the sample surface. Hence, surface topography and localized generation of 
biologically relevant analytes can be mapped simultaneously, enabling for the first time 
sufficient spatial and temporal resolution for the investigation of cellular processes. Besides 
monitoring of localized events at individual reaction sites, measurements with AFM tip 
integrated biosensors combined with appropriate theoretical considerations are promising 
concepts for the quantification of bioprocess kinetics. 
Here it should be noted that the integration of microsensors into AFM-SECM tips is not limited 
to the amperometric biosensors discussed in this thesis, but also the integration of 
potentiometric sensors, such as pH electrodes, is feasible with this technology [37]. 
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2.2.2 Electrochemical techniques for fabrication and characterization of 
biosensors 

2.2.2.1 Pulsed electrochemical deposition 

Electrochemical polymerization is an attractive immobilization technique for the entrapment of 
enzymes into polymer films addressing the electroactive area with site specificity. Traditional 
electrochemical techniques for the formation of polymer films including galvanostatic, 
potentiostatic or multi sweep deposition procedures have limitations mostly attributed to the 
diffusion of monomers/oligomers often leading to poor polymer film formation. By developing a 
pulsed technique for the electrochemical deposition of polymer films at electrode surfaces 
Schuhmann et al [96] reported an attractive alternative overcoming problems occurring for 
conventional deposition methods. In principle, this method can be applied to any 
electrochemically induced polymerization such as the formation of conducting polymers and pH 
shift induced polymer deposition. 
The formation of polymer films at electrode surfaces can be envisaged as the result of several 
consecutive steps including the diffusion based mass transport of the monomer to the electrode 
surface, the oxidation/reduction of monomers (for conductive polymers) or water oxidation (for 
pH shift induced polymer films) at the suitable potential, formation of oligomers, 
reduction/oxidation of the formed oligomers, chain propagation and - upon passing a polymer 
specific solubility limit - precipitation at the electrode surface. However, these steps are strongly 
correlated to and influenced by the experimental conditions (e.g. concentration of 
monomer/oligomer, potential, pH changes, solvent, etc.), thus rendering electrochemical 
polymerization a highly complex and difficult to control process. 
The main problem occurring with classical electrochemical methods is the diffusion behavior of 
monomers and oligomers influencing the concentration profiles and, therefore, the probability 
for chain propagation and polymer formation. During pulse deposition, diffusional mass 
transport to/from the electrode surface is optimized. Either the potential or the current 
(potentiostatic or galvanostatic pulse method) is instantaneously changed. If the conductivity of 
the formed polymer is low, the resistance of the film increases with the thickness of the 
deposited matrix leading to an additional potential drop when a constant potential is applied. 
However, in this case the galvanostatic approach allows compensation of the potential drop as 
the potential will be automatically increased to allow the predefined current to flow. 
In the case of pH shift induced polymerization of biomolecule containing films, a potentiostatic 
triple pulse deposition protocol was established [20]. For a predefined, short period of time a 
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potential is applied to oxidize water, followed by a period with an intermediate potential and a 
period at a potential, where no reaction occurs. The time period for the latter step has to be 
selected long enough to allow reestablishing the bulk concentrations of the monomers and the 
biological recognition element in vicinity of the electrode prior to a possible next deposition 
cycle. Depending on the desired film thickness repeated cycles can be applied. 

2.2.2.2 Cyclic voltammetry  

Cyclic voltammetry is a routine method in the field of dynamic current measurement 
techniques. Various redox processes can be studied with respect to their thermodynamics and 
information about kinetics of electron transfer reactions can be gained. 
In a cyclovoltammetric experiment the potential applied to the working electrode is linearly 
varied with time defined as the sweep rate (∆E/∆t). The potential is scanned from a start value 
to a maximum potential and reversed again. If the applied potential range includes the standard 
reaction potential of a redox active species in bulk solution, the recorded current profile is 
determined by the oxidation and reduction peak correlated to the applied potential. The 
resulting current potential curve is called cyclic voltammogram (CV). Figure 2.7 (1) shows the 
linear change of potential and (2) represents a cyclic voltammogram recorded at a 
microelectrode. Due to the unique features of microelectrodes, the shape of the voltammogram 
follows a characteristic sigmoidal curve, in contrast to the peak shaped CVs obtained at 
macroelectrodes. 
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Figure 2.7: (1) Linear potential sweep applied during a cyclovoltammetric experiment (1 cycle). (2) 
Resulting characteristic sigmoidal cyclic voltammogram recorded at a 10 µm Au microelectrode. 
Reduction of 10 mM Cl3Ru(NH3)6 (RuHex) in 0.5 M aqueous KCL, sweep rate 0.1 V s-1 vs. Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode. 

From this data, the radius of the microelectrode can be calculated following equation (1). It 
should be emphasized that the scan rate is of particular importance in cyclic voltammetry. The 
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heterogeneous charge transfer across the electrode interface can be described by the Butler-
Volmer equation 
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where i0 is the exchange current, α is the symmetry factor, z is the number of electrons 
transferred at the electrode, F is the Faraday constant, η is the overpotential, R is the molar 
gas constant and T the absolute temperature. 
The overpotential η represents the deviation of the potential E from the equilibrium potential E0 
and the exchange current i0 is defined as rate constant of electron transfer at no overpotential 
[97]. The rate constant (i.e. the exchange current) depends on the concentration of the species 
at the electrode surface, which is determined by the diffusion coefficient. Besides the 
heterogeneous charge transfer the mass transport has to be considered with two exceptions 
[98]. (i) If the standard rate constant of the charge transfer process is very high (> 10-1 cm s-1, 
reversible case) the reaction and the resulting current are limited by diffusion. In this case the 
concentration of the species at the electrode surface only depends on the applied potential. 
Hence, a dynamic equilibrium is established and the Butler-Volmer equation is simplified to the 
Nernst equation. (ii) In contrast, a very low charge transfer rate constant (< 10-5 cm s-1, 
irreversible case) is given, if the charge transfer is the reaction limiting step.  
In this thesis cyclic voltammetry was applied for characterization and cleaning of 
microelectrodes as well as for studies on the polymer permeability.  
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3  Experimental 

3.1 Materials  

Chemicals used throughout this thesis are summarized in Table 1: 
 

Acetic acid 100 % Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA) 

Cystaminiumdihydrochloride > 98 % Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland) 

Dinatriumhydrogenphosphate 98.5 % Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA) 

D(+)-Glucosemonohydrate ≥ 99 % Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland) 

Glucose oxidase (from 
Aspergillus niger) 

(150,000 U g-1, 
solid) 

Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland) 

Glutaraldehyde  (~ 50 % in 
water) 

Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland) 

Hexachloroplatinate min. 37.5 % Pt Mallinckrodt (Phillipsburgh, NJ, USA) 

Hexaminorutheniumchloride 98 % Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA) 

Horseradish peroxidase (987,000 U g-1, 
solid) 

Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, WI, USA) 

HPLC grade water HPLC grade J. T. Baker (Phillipsburgh, NJ, USA) 

Hydrochloric acid 37.5 % Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA) 

Hydrogenperoxide 30 % in water J. T. Baker (Phillipsburgh, NJ, USA) 

Hydroxymethylferrocene 97 % Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA) 

Natriumdihydrogenphosphate
monohydrate  

≥ 99 % Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland) 

Potassiumchloride puriss. p.a. 
> 99.5 % 

Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland) 

Potassiumferrocyanide 99 % Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA) 

Sodium acetate 99 % Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA) 

Sulfuric acid 95.8 % J. T. Baker (Phillipsburgh, NJ, USA) 

Table 1: Summary of the chemicals used in this thesis. 

 
Unless otherwise stated, all aqueous solutions were prepared with deionized water (Millipore). 
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Soda lime capillaries used for the preparation of microelectrodes were purchased from 
Hilgenberg GmbH (Malsfeld, Germany; outer diameter 1 mm, wall thickness 0.5 mm, capillary 
length 10 mm) and gold microwire was obtained from Goodfellow (Huntingdon, England; 
diameter 25 µm and 10 µm, purity 99.99+ %, hard temper). Conductive silver epoxy (Epo-Tek 
H20E) was obtained from Polytec (Waldbronn, Germany) and insulating varnish (MR 8008) 
from Elektrolube (Wargrave, England). 
Anodic electrophoretic deposition paint (EDP, Elektrodepositionslack Glassophor ZQ 8-43225, 
Canguard) from BASF Farben und Lacke GmbH (Muenster, Germany) was used as an 
immobilization matrix for enzyme entrapment. 
Immobilization of the thermoresponsive microgels was performed on modified glass substrates 
(micro cover glasses from VWR, West Chester, PA, USA). 
For measurements with bifunctional AFM probes a periodic micropattern (silicon nitride on gold, 
Quantifoil Micro Tools, Jena, Germany) was used as a substrate. Membranes for glucose 
transport measurements were bought from Osmonics Inc. (Poretics, polycarbonate 
membranes, pore size 200 nm, General Electric Comp., Fairfield, CT, USA). 
Depending on the performed AFM measurements different AFM probes have been used. AFM 
contact (at ambient conditions and in liquids) and dynamic mode measurements (in liquids) 
were performed with Veeco NanoProbe tips (silicon nitride, gold coated, force constant: 
0.06 N m-1). For dynamic mode measurements in air uncoated silicon cantilevers 
(Nanosensors, force constant: 39-52 N m-1) and for the heating experiments aluminium coated 
silicon cantilevers (µ-Masch, CSC38/AlBS, force constant: 0.01-0.08 N m-1) were used. 
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3.2 Instrumentation 

For electroanalytical measurements (cyclic voltammetry and constant potential amperometry) 
two different potentiostats were used (electrochemical workstation CHI 660A, CH Instruments, 
Austin, TX, USA, and Jaissle Bi-Potentiostat PG 100, Waldbronn, Germany). Measurements 
that required recording of currents in the sub-nanoampere range were shielded with a faraday 
cage (CH Instruments, Austin, TX, USA, and Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT, USA). The FIA 
system for the automated glucose calibrations was purchased from FIAlab (FIAlab-3500, 
Bellevue, WA, USA). 
Atomic force microscopy was performed with a PicoPlus SPM system (Molecular Imaging, 
Tempe, AZ, USA) using the large multipurpose scanner (maximum scan range: 100*100 µm). 
A major advantage for many applications such as experiments with a heated sample stage or 
electrochemical experiments is a “top down configuration” of the AFM scanner (see Figure 3.1). 
The AFM cantilever is mounted onto the piezoelectric scanner and moved across the sample 
surface. 

 

Figure 3.1: Comparison between the two most common piezo scanner configurations. (A) The sample is 
scanned in respect to the tip. (B) The tip is scanned at the sample (top down configuration). The system 
applied in studies of this thesis (MI PicoPlus SPM system) is based on design B. 

 
During heating experiments investigating temperature responsive hydrogels the AFM was 
combined with a temperature stage (hot MAC sample stage, Molecular Imaging, Tempe, AZ, 
USA) and the temperature was adjusted by a temperature controller (Lake Shore, 321 
Autotuning Temperature Controller, Westerville, OH, USA). AFM image processing was 
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performed with the Molecular Imaging (MI) PicoScan 5.3. software. Additionally, further 
optimization of the obtained hydrogel images in respect to tip artifacts in deswollen condition 
(SPIP software, version 2.3206., from Image Metrology, Lyngby, Denmark) was attempted. 
However, according to personal communication with the developers at SPIP unfortunately, this 
software is not suitable for tip deconvolution on images of very soft samples. Hence, as clearly 
seen in the obtained images, due to the sudden change in height and stiffness, most images 
show tip-related artifacts. 
Optical characterization of samples at various stages during this work was done with an optical 
microscope (BX 41, Olympus, Melville, NY, USA). 
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3.3 Fabrication of glucose microbiosensors 

3.3.1 Ultramicroelectrode (UME) preparation 

The preparation of UMEs will be discussed in a brief section as excellent reviews on the 
preparation of UMEs can be found in literature [61, 62, 99]. Disk electrodes are among the most 
intensively studied electrode types with respect to their theoretical and experimental behavior 
and are comparatively easy to prepare. Au disk microelectrodes were prepared by 
encapsulating gold wires (25 µm and 10 µm diameter) into soda lime glass capillaries. 
Following preparation protocol was followed: 
Soda lime glass capillaries were cut into pieces with a length of approx. 4 cm and sealed on 
one end with a Bunsen burner. Then a section of Au wire (25 µm or 10 µm in diameter) with a 
length of approx. 1 cm was inserted into the capillary. The capillary was placed into a home 
made sealing setup schematically shown in Figure 3.2.  
 

 

Figure 3.2: Scheme of home built electrode sealing setup (not to scale). After being adjusted to the correct 
(x, y) position (centered above the coil), the positioning block can be moved vertically by a 
micromanipulator to position the electrode within the heating coil, while vacuum is applied to the open 
end of the capillary. 

 
The positioning block can be moved in the z direction by a micromanipulator. In a first step, the 
capillary containing the Au microwire was lowered until the encapsulated end of the capillary 
reached the upper part of the heating coil in order to soften the soda lime glass. At this point 
the open end of the capillary can be connected to a vacuum line without pulling out the 
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microwire. The capillary was lowered further and approximately half of the wire was sealed in. 
After half of the wire was sealed into the glass, the positioning block was moved up again and 
the current supply was switched off allowing the setup to cool down. The sealed capillaries 
were inspected under an optical microscope to ensure there were no air bubbles. 
To expose a disk-shaped electroactive area, the capillary was grinded with successive grades 
of silicon carbide grinding paper (1200 and 2400 grit) and then successively polished with 
diamond paste (6 µm, 3 µm, 1 µm and 0.05 µm particle size) until a scratch free mirror-like 
surface was obtained. Electrodes for SECM experiments were subsequently grinded to a 
conical shape of the insulation glass ensuring a RG value of approximately 10. 
Electrical connection of the Au wire at the opposite end was obtained by connecting to a 
copper wire via silver epoxy. After curing the silver epoxy at around 70 to 80 °C, the open end 
of the electrodes was sealed with insulating varnish. 
Prior to electrochemical characterization, the prepared electrodes were thoroughly cleaned. 
Remains of the polishing paste were removed by ultrasonication in deionized water for 15 min. 
After dipping into piranha solution (3 parts of H2SO4 and 1 part H2O2) for 10 – 30 min, the 
electrodes were cycled in degassed 0.5 M H2SO4. The applied parameters are listed in Table 
2. A Hg/HgSO4 reference electrode and Pt counter electrode were used: 
 

Technique Initial potential [V] Final potential [V] Comment 
Cyclic voltammetry -0.81 2 1 cycle @ 0.1 V s-1 

Cyclic voltammetry -0.61 1 10 cycles @ 0.1 V s-1 

Amperometry 0.21 0.21 for Polarization 

Table 2: Parameters for the electrochemical cleaning procedure of electrodes in 0.5 M H2SO4. Potentials 
are against Hg/HgSO4 reference electrode. 

3.3.2 UME characterization 

The electrode radius and the sealing efficiency of the cleaned microelectrodes were 
determined by recording cyclic voltammograms. 
Cyclic voltammetry was performed in 10 mM Cl3Ru(NH3)6 (RuHex) in 0.5 M KCl supporting 
electrolyte solution. An Ag/AgCl reference and a Pt counter electrode completed the three-
electrode setup. The standard reduction potential of Ru(NH3)63+ is 0.05 V vs. NHE. The 
potential sweep was performed from -0.4 to 0.1 V at a sweep rate of 0.1 V s-1. Several cycles 
(typically 3 each) were recorded and the third run was used for data evaluation. 
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Besides electrochemical characterization, the quality of the microelectrodes and the uniformity 
of the electroactive area were investigated by optical microscopy. The diameter of the 
electroactive areas obtained from the electrochemical and the optical characterization were 
compared. 

3.3.3 Immobilization of glucose oxidase (GOD) 

Immobilization of the biological recognition element is among the most important aspects of 
micro- and nanobiosensor development. 
Glucose oxidase was immobilized using two different approaches: pH shift induced deposition 
of GOD containing polymer films [20] and covalent binding via a ω-functionalized thiol/disulfide 
self-assembled monolayer (cystaminiumdihydrochloride) with subsequent formation of a GOD 
gel crosslinked with the covalently attached glutaraldehyde matrix [15, 100]. 
For the enzyme entrapment via polymerization, stock solutions of GOD were prepared by 
dissolving the enzyme (5 mg mL-1) in HPLC grade water and adding a Canguard polymer 
suspension (70 µL mL-1). The solutions were stored at 4 °C for 30 minutes prior to 
polymerization. Each microelectrode was freshly cleaned prior to the electropolymerization 
procedure. Polymer film formation was achieved by applying a potential-pulse profile (2.2 V for 
0.2 s, 0.8 V for 1 s and 0 V for 5 s vs. Ag/AgCl) from 1 to up to 5 potential cycles. Most 
immobilization procedures were performed with one cycle (see chapter 4.1.2). Modified 
electrodes were rinsed with water and phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4) and stored in cooled 
(4 °C) phosphate buffer until electrochemical analysis. Typically storing times of 12-24 h were 
used to obtain optimized current response. Long term studies revealed that enzymes need a 
certain recovery time after the high potential of the immobilization process is applied (further 
explanation can be found in chapter 4.1.2). 
In a series of experiments the electrodes were platinized before pH shift induced 
polymerization. In reference to literature, a controlled rough surface is obtained, which provides 
improved adhesion of the chemisorbed polymer [96]. Platinization of the microelectrodes was 
performed via cyclic voltammetry in hexachloroplatinate (H2PtCl6)/0.1 M KCl electrolyte 
solution. 4 mg of hexachloroplatinate were dissolved in 10 mL of 0.1 M KCl and the solution 
was degassed for 20-30 minutes. Three cycles from -0.4 V to 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl with a linear 
sweep rate of 0.01 V s-1 were performed. Platinization was not performed on all electrodes, 
since no difference in the polymer adhesion at the selected experimental conditions was 
noticed. 
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Studies on the permeability of the polymer matrix were performed via cyclic voltammetry in 
20 mM Cl3Ru(NH3)6 (RuHex) solution in 0.5 M KCl supporting electrolyte. Sweep parameters 
were the same as for electrochemical electrode radius determination (see chapter 3.3.2). 
The covalent attachment via self-assembled monolayer was obtained by following procedure: 
freshly cleaned microelectrodes were immersed into 1 % aqueous cystaminiumdihdrochloride 
solutions for 30 min and then rinsed with phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4). Enzyme solutions 
were prepared by dissolving GOD in phosphate buffer (1 mg GOD/90 µL buffer) and 
subsequent adding 5 % aqueous glutaraldehyde (10 µL mg-1 GOD). After formation of the SAM 
monolayer, the electrodes were immersed into the enzyme solution and kept there for 2 h. 
Unlike the biosensors with the polymer entrapped GOD, the SAM modified enzyme electrodes 
were characterized immediately after deposition of the recognition layer in order to avoid loss of 
enzyme activity. 

3.3.4 Manual glucose calibration 

Glucose calibration was done by constant potential amperometry using an electrochemical cell 
equipped with a Pt counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode containing 0.1 M 
phosphate buffer pH 7.4. Due to the obtained currents in the pA range these experiments were 
performed in a Faraday cage. The enzyme electrode was held at a potential of 0.6 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl in order to oxidize enzymatically produced hydrogen peroxide. A 0.2 M glucose stock 
solution (glucose in deionized water) was prepared and a calibration curve was recorded by 
standard addition of glucose. In between each addition, a delay time of 50-100 s was applied in 
order to obtain a stabilized current response prior to the next injection. After each addition of 
glucose the solution was stirred for approx. 5-10 s ensuring a homogeneous distribution of the 
substrate. During the actual current recording the stirring was stopped leading to an improved 
signal-to-noise ratio. However, using this approach information about the response time of the 
micro biosensor could not be achieved, because current recording was stopped for a certain 
period of time. 

3.3.5 Flow injection analysis (FIA) for glucose calibration 

FIA for glucose calibration of enzyme electrodes was performed with a home built FIA cell and 
a FIAlab-3500 system. The flow cell was optimized with respect to volume and shape 
preventing excessive turbulences of the flow and maintaining a homogenous concentration 
level throughout the cell. Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of the selected flow cell architecture 
(cell volume approx. 40 µL, pathlength approx. 8 mm). 
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Figure 3.3: Scheme of the home built FIA flow cell (not to scale). The platinum counter electrode (CE) was 
glued into the plexiglas block prior to drilling the flow channel. The diameter of the flow channel was 
designed such that sufficient separation of the electrodes was ensured. Then the tubes were glued into 
the cell over small junction plugs. The Ag/AgCl reference electrode (RE) and the working electrode (WE) 
can be sealed into the flow cell using standard FIA fittings. Junctions between screws, electrodes and the 
flow cell body were sealed with a teflon tape to avoid leaking. 

 
Prior to application of the flow cell for automated glucose calibration, preliminary studies of the 
cell behavior and optimization of the flow parameters for the investigated system were 
performed with constant potential amperometry using ferrocyanide (Fe(CN)64+) solutions 
(10 mM, 5 mM and 2.5 mM in 0.5 M aqueous KCl as supporting electrolyte). The 
electrochemical flow cell housed in a faraday cage was equipped with an Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode, a Pt counter electrode and a polarized 10 µm Au working electrode (0.2 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl). 0.5 M KCl solution was used as a carrier. Different sample loop volumes were tested 
resulting in an optimum loop volume of 50 µL for a flow cell volume of approx. 40 µL. Due to the 
use of a peristaltic pump, the flow rate had an effect on the background noise. It is well known 
in FIA that tailing and heading effects of the respective peaks are strongly influenced by the 
flow rate. Concerning flow rates, an additional aspect for the glucose calibration arises: high 
flow rates may result in delamination of the precipitated polymer from the electrode surface. 
Following these considerations, the flow rate for the given setup was optimized to a value 
between 14 and 20 µL s-1 in preliminary studies. 
For glucose calibrations, the working electrode (GOD microbiosensor) was biased at a potential 
of 0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl to oxidize enzymatically produced hydrogen peroxide, and 
measurements were performed in a faraday cage. 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) was 
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selected as a carrier. 10 mM glucose (glucose in buffer pH 7.4) stock solutions were used in 
order to prepare dilution series with different concentrations (typically 5 mM, 2 mM, 1 mM, 
0.5 mM, 0.2 mM, 0.1 mM, 0.05 mM, 0.02 mM and 0.01 mM). Prior to the first sample injection a 
delay time was applied to stabilize the current response. 

3.3.6 AFM tip integrated biosensors 

To demonstrate the capability of the integrated AFM/SECM probes, simultaneous 
electrochemical and topographical images were recorded. Imaging height and current 
information in dynamic mode AFM and feedback mode of SECM was performed using a 
microstructured gold grating sputtered on a silicon nitride substrate (periodicity of elevated gold 
structures 10 µm). The bifunctional AFM tip, which was used for imaging the micropattern has 
an integrated electrode with a electrode edge length of 560 nm and a re-shaped tip height of 
360 nm. The AFM liquid cell equipped with a three electrode setup (Ag/AgCl reference and Pt 
counter electrode) was used. A 30 mM ferrocyanide solution in 0.5 M KCl as supporting 
electrolyte was added as a quasi-reversible redox mediator for the SECM feedback 
experiment. Figure 3.4 shows a scheme of the experimental setup and the anticipated 
topography/height response. The working electrode was biased at a potential of 0.65 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl driving the oxidation of ferrocyanide to ferricyanide. 
 

 

Figure 3.4: Experimental setup for simultaneous measurement of topography and electrochemical 
properties using a bifunctional AFM tip. When the tip is scanned in close proximity across the conductive 
gold grating positive feedback occurs, as shown in the proposed topography and current response 
scheme. In contrast negative feedback is observed over the insulating silicon nitride region. 
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Prior to the engagement of the integrated tip, the diffusion limited steady state faradaic current 
is measured at the integrated electrode. When the bifunctional probe is engaged the distance 
between the electrode and the sample is determined by the re-shaped AFM tip, which is 
usually half of the electrode edge length to ensure an optimum working distance for the 
electrochemical measurement. At this distance, the current recorded at the electrode is 
influenced by the topological features and nature of the sample surface. The conductive gold 
gratings enable recycling of the redox mediator (reduction of ferricyanide to ferrocyanide) 
leading to an increased current (positive feedback) compared to the steady state faradaic 
current in bulk solution, whereas the insulating silicon nitride areas are blocking the diffusion 
towards the integrated microelectrode inducing a decrease of the current (negative feedback).  
To demonstrate the feasibility of the previously on microelectrodes studied enzyme 
immobilization techniques, two different types ob tip integrated biosensors were prepared. 
Covalent attachment of horseradish peroxidase via cystaminiumdihydrochloride based self-
assembled monolayers and glutaraldehyde as crosslinking agent was used for the 
development of a hydrogen peroxide sensor and previously developed polymer entrapment of 
glucose oxidase, which was recently applied in the host research group [101], for miniaturization 
of a glucose biosensor. For the covalent approach the bifunctional AFM tips were immersed 
into 0.1 M cystaminiumdihdrochloride (in acetate buffer, 0.1 M, pH 5.5) for 30 min. After rinsing 
the sample 5 times with acetate buffer the peroxidase (1 mg peroxidase in 100 µl phosphate 
buffer (pH 7.0), containing 2.5 % (v/v) glutaraldehyde) was immobilized onto the integrated 
electrode for 2 h. After thoroughly rinsing the sample with buffer solution several times the 

sample was stored at 4 °C until analysis. 

The AFM tip integrated biosensor was studied using a periodic micropattern (silicon nitride on 
gold, Quantifoil Micro Tools, Jena, Germany) exhibiting a micropattern with 1 µm gold spots. 
Generation/collection (TG/SC) mode of SECM and contact mode AFM were used for 
simultaneous detection of enzyme activity and AFM topography. Images were recorded in 
2 mM hydroxymethylferrocene (FMA) as electron donator, in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, 
pH 7/0.1 M KCl). Hydrogen peroxide (0.5 mM) was added, serving as substrate of the 
enzymatic conversion. The tip was held at a potential of 0.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Figure 3.5 (A) 
shows a scheme of the experimental setup, (B) shows the involved reactions, which will be 
further discussed in chapter 4.1.3. 
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Figure 3.5: (A) Scheme of the tip generation/substrate collection experiment involving simultaneous 
detection of tip integrated enzyme activity and AFM topography. The current measured at the sample, 
which serves as a interconnected microelectrode array, reflects the enzyme activity integrated into the 
AFM tip. An enhanced current response can be detected in close proximity above the gold spots due to 
the reaction scheme presented in (B). 

 
By using the approach via pH shift induced polymer entrapment an AFM tip integrated glucose 
biosensor was prepared. Polymerization was performed using the same conditions as 
previously described in chapter 3.3.3 for the fabrication of the glucose micro biosensors. 
Similar to the microelectrode modification, 1 deposition cycle was used for enzyme entrapment 
in the polymer suspension. The biosensor was stored in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4) at 
4 °C for two hours prior to use. 
The biosensor was used to study glucose diffusion from the pores of a track-etched membrane 
(polycarbonate, pore diameter 220 nm). Two different sensing approaches were realized: 
detection of glucose via (i) the oxidation of hydrogen peroxide and (ii) the reduction of 
ferrocenemethanol in combination with HRP. The involved reactions will be explained in detail 
in chapter 4.1.3. The lower compartment (under the membrane) contained a 50 mM solution of 
glucose. For the first approach phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4) was filled in the upper 
compartment, and the tip was biased at a potential of 0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl. For the latter 
approach 0.5 mL of peroxidase solution (4 mg horseradish peroxidase/1 mL 0.1 M phosphate 
buffer pH 7.0) and 0.5 mL of a solution of 2 mM hydroxymethylferrocene were mixed together 
and filled to the upper compartment. The tip was biased at a potential of 0.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl. 
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3.4 Thermoresponsive hydrogel microparticles 

3.4.1 Microgel synthesis and immobilization 

Microgel samples were obtained from a collaboration with the research group of Dr. Andrew 
Lyon (Research Group on Soft Materials Chemistry and Physics, School of Chemistry and 
Biochemistry, Georgia Institute of Technology). In the following, only the immobilization 
procedure is discussed in more detail, as the sample behavior strongly depends on the 
immobilization technique and procedure.  
The microgels were composed of 88.6 % N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM), 10 % acrylic acid 
(AAc) and 1.4 % N,N’-methylene(bisacrylamide) (BIS), and were synthesized via surfactant 
free, aqueous free-radical precipitation polymerization, following a previously established 
protocol [25, 33]. 
For immobilization of the particles, functionalized gold substrates were prepared. Thin circular 
glass cover slips (micro cover glasses, VWR) were cleaned in Ar plasma (for a period of 
≥ 20 min) and subsequently exposed to a 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (1 %) in pure 
ethanol) solution for two hours. After silanization, the substrates were dried. A 50 nm thick gold 
film was evaporated (Au purity 99.999 %) using a thermal evaporator under low pressure. 
Surface functionalization was done by soaking the slides for 24 h in a 1 mM (95 % ethanol) 2-
mercaptoethylamine solution. After rinsing with ethanol, the slides were stored in ethanol prior 
to microgel deposition, which was usually performed the next day. 
Throughout this work, hydrogel particles deposited via two different approaches were 
investigated (electrostatic adhesion and covalent binding). A suitable particle distribution at the 
substrate surface was important for subsequent AFM experiments. The particle density is 
directly influenced by the concentration of the deposition solution and the exposure time. 
Several trials followed by investigations with optical microscopy and AFM led to a surface 
coverage optimized for the envisaged AFM experiments (see Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6 100 fold magnification of electrostatic bound hydrogel microparticles on gold in the deswollen 
state. Estimated surface coverage 30-50 %. 

 
For electrostatic binding the surface was functionalized by 2-mercaptoethylamine leading to a 
positively charged surface, while the acrylic acid co-monomers provide the hydrogel network 
with negative charges. The substrates were removed from the ethanol, rinsed with deionized 
water and dried under nitrogen stream prior to immobilization. A droplet of 10 % microgel 
solution (v/v in deionized water) was deposited at the substrate surface. After 10 min the 
sample was rinsed with deionized water and dried in a gentle N2 stream. 
For covalent attachment of the hydrogel particles to the surface, the same modification protocol 
for the gold substrates was applied. The concentrated microgel solution was diluted to 10 % (in 
phosphate buffer, pH 4.7) and an equivalent of 35 mM 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimid hydrochloride (EDC) was added. Immediately afterwards, the 
rinsed (deionized water) and dried (N2 stream) substrates were submersed into the solution. 
The surface was exposed to the hydrogel solution over night under constant shaking. Then the 
cover slips were removed, rinsed with water and dried under a N2 stream.  

3.4.2 AFM imaging of hydrogel microparticles 

Prior to investigations of the temperature responsive behavior of isolated hydrogel 
microspheres, several preliminary experiments were performed.  
AFM studies of the samples at ambient conditions were usually performed in AFM contact 
mode (silicon nitride cantilevers with gold coating). The MI liquid cell was used for first imaging 
experiments in buffered solutions and AFM contact and dynamic mode measurements were 
performed. For the temperature controlled deswelling experiments (see chapter 3.4.3), imaging 
was only possible in AFM dynamic mode due to the very soft particle surfaces. 
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In a first set of experiments, the swelling behavior was investigated using the AFM flow cell. 
After recording an image at ambient conditions (contact mode AFM), the tip was withdrawn 
from the surface (10 µm) and distilled water was added. As rapid as possible the laser was 
readjusted and the tip was again approached towards the surface. Typically, approx. 2-3 min 
after adding water the first AFM images could be recorded. Here the goal was more to depict 
as many pictures as possible as to get optimized image quality. Therefore, comparatively high 
scan rates were selected (approx. 1.5-3 Hz). Imaging was restricted to contact mode operation 
since dynamic mode imaging requires slower scan rates. 
Another important aspect of these studies was to investigate possible correlations of the 
applied forces on the particle height in both ambient and liquid conditions. For this purpose, 
several sample areas were imaged while changing the applied force, either via the force 
setpoint (contact mode) or the amplitude setpoint (dynamic mode). The particle shape in liquid 
conditions (pH 3, HCl solution) was found to be highly dependent on the applied force (see 
chapter 4.2.1). 

3.4.3 In-situ AFM studies on temperature responsive deswelling of hydrogel 
microparticles 

Due to the strong dependence of the particle size and shape on the applied force, the 
experimental parameters have to be carefully selected and controlled. Next to the experimental 
settings, the force applied to the microparticles is dependent on additional aspects such as e.g. 
the stability of the investigated sample area, individual hydrogel to substrate binding strengths 
and the exact characteristics of the AFM tip (e.g. exact force constant, etc.). Given these 
uncertainties, the height values obtained during AFM investigations at soft surfaces are 
considered to be relative values, although, an average range can be determined. Hence, in 
order to at least semi-quantitatively compare the shapes of the particles prior to and after the 
VPT, it is necessary to carefully control the applied forces. 
Considering these aspects following procedure was applied: after optimization of all parameters 
prior to approaching the tip to the sample surface, the tip was continuously held at the surface 
during an entire heating cycle. This experimental approach enabled obtaining the variation of 
the height values during an entire temperature sweep resulting in one set of data allowing to 
compare the retrieved height information. During the experiment the parameters were not 
changed, however, small changes of the effective parameters due to the natural drift of the 
scanner and due to the temperature change were regarded as negligible. Therefore data for 
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one temperature sweep could be compared and evaluated. However, series obtained within 
different temperature experiments recorded with different AFM tips can not be compared. 
All temperature controlled deswelling experiments were performed with dynamic mode AFM in 
pH 3 (distilled water with HCl) solution. Aluminium coated silicon AFM tips were selected for in-
situ studies on the temperature responsive behavior of the hydrogels, since back-side gold 
coated silicon nitride cantilevers showed strong drifting behavior during temperature cycling. 
The temperature was varied in a range of 25 to 33 °C, with a typical temperature ramp of 
0.5 °C min-1. Most images were recorded while changing the temperature in increments of 
1 °C, while the tip was permanently scanned across the sample surface. Images were 
recorded after tempering the sample at the respective temperature. In a separate set of 
experiments, the tip was held at the sample surface without scanning during the incremental 
increase of the temperature and images were discontinuously recorded at 25, 26, 27, 28 and 
29 °C each, or at 25 and 30 °C (i.e. prior to and after VPT) only. Further details on the 
variations of these experiments are described in chapter 4.2.2 and directly related to the 
obtained results. 
Table 3 summarizes the parameters that were applied during typical in-situ AFM experiments. 
 

Resonant 
frequency [kHz] 

Free 
amplitude 

Amplitude 
setpoint 

Integral 
servo gain 

Proportional 
servo gain 

Scan 
speed [Hz] 

31-34 ~8 7-4 0.08-0.14 0.07—0.16 0.5-0.8 

Table 3: Average range for parameters applied during typical in-situ AFM experiments of temperature 
responsive deswelling of hydrogel particles. 
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4  Results and discussion 

4.1 Glucose biosensor 

4.1.1 Characterization of UMEs 

Referring to chapter 2.2.1.2 the radius of a microelectrode can be determined using equation 
(1) based on the diffusion limited steady state current measured under well characterized 
experimental conditions [73]. Typically, cyclic voltammograms are recorded at the 
microelectrodes in order to obtain the diffusion-limited plateau current (difference of the current 
between the reduced and oxidized state of the redox couple) [62]. Transformation of equation (3) 
leads to equation (5):  
 

cDFn
i

r dif

****4
=  (5) 

 
where r is the electrode (disk) radius, idif the diffusion limited plateau current, n the number of 
electrons transferred at the electrode, F the Faraday constant, D the diffusion coefficient and c 
the concentration of the redox species. 
Redox mediators with rapid heterogeneous electron transfer rates are chosen for electrode 
characterization [62]. Two redox reactions were used for electrochemical measurements 
presented in this work: the oxidation of ferrocyanide (E0 = 0.36 V vs. NHE, in aqueous solution) 
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and the reduction of ruthenium hexamine chloride (Ru(NH3)3+) (E0 = 0.05 V vs. NHE, in 
aqueous solution) 
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Figure 4.1: Cyclic voltammogram recorded at a 10 µm Au microelectrode in 10 mM RuHex solution (in 
0.5 M aqueous KCl as supporting electrolyte); sweep rate: 0.1 V s-1. The diffusion limited plateau current 
i(dif) is marked with an arrow. 

 
Figure 4.1 shows a typical cyclic voltammogram obtained at a 10 µm Au microelectrode as a 
representative example. The redox couple used for the experiment was RuHex in a three 
electrode setup with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a Pt counter electrode. 
The diffusion limited plateau current obtained from the recorded cyclic voltammogram was 
9.1 nA. According to equation (3) the diameter of the electrode can be determined at 7.9 µm 
(for D = 6*10-6 cm2 s-1). This value may deviate from the true electrode diameter. For example, 
recession of the electroactive area within the insulating material leads to decreased diffusion 
limited plateau currents. Consequently, these results in smaller calculated diameters compared 
to their true dimensions. SECM can be used to evaluate size and shape of microelectrodes [62]. 
Increased steady state current values can be attributed to cracks in between insulating material 
and electrode wire resulting in a determined radius larger than the true radius. Furthermore, the 
diffusion coefficient may vary from the literature value used for the presented calculations due 
to a different electrolyte concentration and deviation of the actual temperature. However, the 
diffusion coefficient was not determined at this stage of the presented thesis even though minor 
deviations from the literature value to the effective diffusion coefficient may have a significant 
impact on the calculated dimension. 
Instead, in order to verify the electrochemically determined electrode diameters, optical 
microscopy was used for microelectrode characterization, in respect to e.g. surface roughness, 
geometry and size of the electroactive area. 
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Figure 4.2: Top view of Au microelectrode (50-fold optical magnification). From this image the electrode 
diameter was determined to be 9.45 µm. The surface of the electroactive area and the insulating material 
appear very uniform. 

 
Figure 4.2 depicts the top view (50-fold magnification) of a 10 µm Au electrode (same electrode 
was used for recording cyclic voltammograms shown in Figure 4.1). The electrode surface 
looks uniform and the electrode diameter was optically determined to be 9.45 µm. 
Table 4 summarizes calculated average diameters and standard deviations for all prepared 
electrodes (n = 25): 
 

Determination Average diameter [µm] Standard deviation [µm] 
Electrochemical 8.88 2.26 

Optical 8.86 0.56 

Table 4: Average electrode diameters and standard deviation for all prepared electrodes. 

 
On average, the electrochemical and optical radius correlates very well. However, the obtained 
values are smaller than the nominal diameter of the used microwire. The higher standard 
deviation for the electrochemical determination of the electrode radius may be attributed to 
imperfections during electrode preparation, which may not be detectable by the optical method, 
and deviations of the diffusion coefficient and experimental parameters. Additionally and as 
indicated previously, these preparation and determination artifacts may lead to a decreased 
electrochemical diameter. Deviating optical diameters are attributed to non-planar alignment of 
the electrodes during optical microscopy. Minor tilts of the electrodes have an impact on the 
derived electrode dimensions. 
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4.1.2  Characterization of microelectrode based glucose biosensors 

Glucose oxidase (GOD) is an oxidoreductase containing flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) as 

active site. GOD catalyzes the oxidation of β-D-glucose to δ-gluconolactone using oxygen as 

electron acceptor, which is reduced to H2O2: 
  

222cos OHtonegluconolacOegluD +−→+−− δβ  

 
H2O2 is generated as a by-product of the enzymatic reaction and can be oxidized at the 
electrode surface. Hence, the presence of the substrate glucose results in a current response, 
which is proportional to the glucose concentration. 
Immobilization of GOD at electrode surfaces was performed using two different approaches: (i) 
pH shift induced polymerization [20] to entrap the enzyme in a polymer matrix, and (ii) electrode 
modification with a functionalized SAM for covalent attachment of the biological 
component/glutaraldehyde mixture [15]. Within the presented work, enzyme entrapment was 
primarily obtained with the polymerization approach, since the sensitivity of polymer based 
biosensors is usually enhanced in comparison to covalent attachment via SAMs. Entrapment in 
polymer matrices, especially polymer suspensions with high water content, ensure high 
enzyme activity (compared to enzymes in solution) based on a high degree of rotational and 
translational freedom without conformational changes. However, enzyme immobilization using 
the covalent approach via SAM layers shows higher stability of the enzymatic biosensing layer. 
For fabrication of polymer based glucose biosensors, a procedure was adapted from literature 
[20]. The optimized GOD stock solution composition (5 mg GOD per mL HPLC grad water and 
70 µL polymer solution) published by Kurzawa et al. [20] was used without further modification. 
The enzyme activity and, hence, density has a strong impact on the sensitivity of the biosensor 
and has to be maximized. However, if the enzyme concentration in the pre-polymerization 
solution exceeds certain limits, agglomeration of the protein may result leading to increased 
porosity and subsequent collapse or delamination of the polymer network from the electrode 
surface. A suitable possibility for optimizing the enzyme concentration is based on the 
sequential deposition of multiple polymer layers. As discussed in chapter 2.2.2.1, theoretically 
any number of layers can be deposited by applying repeated deposition cycles. However, the 
layer thickness has a strong influence on the diffusional mass transport of the substrate and 
reaction products. In case of the glucose biosensor, H2O2 has to diffuse through the polymer 
network to the electrode surface. Therefore, repeated deposition cycles grow thick polymer 
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films increasing the diffusion pathway of enzymatically generated H2O2 towards the electrode 
surface and increasing the probability for loss of H2O2 into the bulk electrolyte solution. As a 
consequence, the response time of the sensor is decreased. 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the current response of glucose biosensors (electrode diameter = 10 µm) 
prepared via pH shift induced GOD entrapment upon subsequent injections of glucose (increments of 
1 mM). The current response for the electrode modified with more cycles is decreased indicating partial 
delamination of the polymer layer due to lower mechanical stability of thicker polymer films. 

 
In Figure 4.3, the current response of micro enzyme-electrodes (Au, diameter 10 µm) modified 
via pH shift induced GOD deposition (number of deposition cycles: 1 and 5, respectively) is 
schematically shown. Remarkable is a decreased current response for the enzyme electrode 
modified with 5 cycles in comparison to the current response of the biosensor based on only 
one polymerization cycle. Theoretically, an increase in immobilized enzyme concentration 
(thicker film) should lead to an enhanced current response. A possible explanation for the 
observed results is that the probability for (partial) delamination of the polymer is correlated 
with the electrode size and, hence, increased film thicknesses on micrometer-sized electrodes 
show an enhanced tendency for delamination, which could be confirmed by optical microscopy. 
Miniaturizing the developed enzyme electrode for integration into AFM/SECM tips has to deal 
with even smaller electroactive areas (edge length of integrated frame electrodes is typically in 
the range of 500 nm to 900 nm), increasing the delamination effect for multiple deposition 
cycles. Additionally, for simultaneous AFM/SECM imaging thick polymer films are not 
practicable since the length of the reshaped AFM tip may be in the range of the polymer 
thickness. Hence, the imaging quality of the AFM measurement would significantly decrease. 
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Due to these considerations, one deposition cycle was selected to be the optimal approach for 
miniaturized biosensors in respect to sensor sensitivity and thickness of the polymer film. 
During triple pulse deposition comparatively high potentials are applied (2.2 V for 0.2 s and 
0.8 V for 1 s, vs. Ag/AgCl) in order to encapsulate the fragile enzymatic component within the 
polymer film. Hence, the proteins need a certain recovery time before an optimum sensor 
response is achieved. Prior studies suggest that enzyme electrodes should be stored for at 
least 12 h in phosphate buffer (0.1 mol l-1, pH 7.4) at 4 °C before use [20]. An enzyme electrode 
was tested according to its glucose response after different storage periods. Glucose 
calibrations were performed 2 h, 1 d and 5 d after polymerization. Figure 4.4 shows the 
resulting calibration plots. 
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Figure 4.4: Calibration curves of a glucose biosensor after different storage periods (2 h, 1 d and 5 d). The 
sensor shows the highest current response after a period of 1 day which indicates that sufficient recovery 
time is provided for the enzymatic component. After 5 days the enzyme activity decreases. This 
observation is partly attributed to removal of weakly bound enzymes in the outer layers of the polymer 
film. Hence, hereafter enzyme electrodes were characterized after 12-24 h.  

 
Derived from Figure 4.4 the optimum response of the biosensor was obtained after storing the 
enzyme electrode for one day in buffer solution at 4 °C. Apparently, after storing for two hours 
the ability of the enzymes for optimized conversion of glucose was not yet restored resulting in 
a lower current response. The decrease of the current response after extended storage periods 
corresponds with prior long term stability studies [20, 102]. This decrease of the current signal is 
partly attributed to the removal of weakly bound enzyme in the outer layers of the polymer film. 
In accordance with these studies, the biosensor characterization was usually performed after 
one day. 
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Sufficient permeability of the polymer matrix is a prerequisite for diffusion based transport of 
H2O2 to the electrode surface [20]. Hence, the permeability of the immobilization matrix has to 
be ensured. Using cyclic voltammetry the electron transfer rate of freely diffusing redox species 
(ferrocyanide) to an unmodified electrode was compared with the diffusion behavior to polymer 
modified electrodes (Figure 4.5). Differently modified electrodes were prepared by varying the 
number of deposition cycles leading to different polymer thicknesses (0, 1, 3 and 5 deposition 
cycles). As shown in Figure 4.5, the peak current derived from the oxidation of ferrocyanide is 
decreased with increasing number of deposition cycles corresponding to an increasing 
thickness of the polymer layer due to decelerated diffusion within the polymer film. 
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Figure 4.5: Cyclic voltammograms recorded at unmodified and modified microelectrodes in 20 mM 
ferrocyanide solution (in 0.5 M KCl as supporting electrolyte, vs. Ag/AgCl). A comparison of the electron 
transfer rate of a free diffusing species (ferrocyanide) was obtained in order to test the permeability of the 
polymer layer. Thin polymer layers (1 deposition cycle) do not change the diffusion behavior significantly. 
As expected, the impact on the peak current is enhanced with increasing thickness of the polymer layer 
due to decelerated diffusion within the film. 

 
Characterization of the glucose biosensors was performed utilizing constant potential 
amperometry in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution at pH 7.4. Figure 4.6 (1) depicts a typical 
hydrodynamic response curve of a glucose biosensor upon several subsequent injections of 
glucose in increments of 1 mM; (2) shows the corresponding calibration curve. 
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Figure 4.6: (1) Hydrodynamic response of a microbiosensor upon standard addition of glucose (6 x 1 mM) 
measured in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4) at 0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The biosensor was prepared by 
entrapping GOD in a polymer film (one deposition cycle). Glucose injections are marked with red arrows. 
(2) Resulting glucose calibration curve showing linear dependency up to a concentration of ~3 mM. 

 
Multiple enzyme microelectrodes were prepared and the obtained calibration curves were 
compared. The current response upon standard addition of glucose at different electrodes was 
found to be fairly varying, although, the same immobilization parameters and electrode 
dimension were used. However, as indicated in chapter 2.2.2.1 electropolymerization is a 
complex process strongly depending on multiple parameters such as electrode dimensions, 
surface roughness, cleanness, the pre-polymerization solution (e.g. exact composition, 
impurities, temperature, etc.) and the enzyme activity, listing just the most important factors. 
Considering the complexity of the process and multiple parameters influencing the enzyme 
entrapment, the achieved results show very good agreement. For quantifiable measurements 
using the proposed glucose sensor, calibration of each single sensor has to be accomplished 
prior to use.  
Standard addition of decreased volumes of glucose led to a detection limit down to a 
concentration of 50 µM glucose (typical value 100-150 µM). A linear range of the calibration 
curve up to 3-4 mM was obtained. 
Due to possible errors based on manual injections automated calibration procedures for sensor 
devices are preferable. Therefore, the calibration of the developed glucose microbiosensor was 
additionally performed in a flow injection analysis (FIA) set-up. The performance of FIA with 
electrochemical detection is dependent on the flow cell design and the applied parameters. 
Hence, prior to the effective measurements the flow cell design had to be optimized. In 
addition, an optimized sample loop volume (50 µL) and the flow rate (14-20 µL s-1) were 
determined with constant potential amperometry of ferrocyanide (Fe(CN)64+) solutions. The 
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optimized parameters were the applied during glucose calibration recorded with the biosensors. 
Figure 4.7 shows a typical FIA injection curve and the respective calibration curve. 
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Figure 4.7: (1) FIA injection curve. Current response of polymer based glucose biosensor to several 
subsequent glucose flow injections (0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 10 mM) measured in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, 
pH 7.4) at 0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl. (2) Resulting glucose calibration curve showing linear correlation (R2 = 99.9).  

 
In these studies, a detection limit down to only 200 µM and a measurement range up to 10 mM 
was achieved. The pumping of the solutions with a peristaltic pump results in a fairly high 
background noise as shown in Figure 4.7 (1), resulting in a decreased detection limit compared 
to manually obtained calibration curves. 
Improvement of the automated glucose calibration can be achieved by using sequential 
injection analysis (SIA) instead of FIA in future applications. The syringe pump used in SIA 
results in a steady flow and, therefore, a decreased noise. Additionally, SIA has the advantage 
that smaller sample volumes are accommodated, which is in particular advantageous for 
analysis of toxic or expensive substances. 
A second approach for biosensor design based on SAM layers and covalent attachment of 
GOD/glutaraldehyde mixtures was investigated. Manual glucose calibrations using constant 
potential amperometry were performed accordingly. The respective hydrodynamic response 
curve and glucose calibration plot is illustrated in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: (1) Hydrodynamic response of a biosensor to glucose (4 x 1 mM) measured in phosphate 
buffer (pH 7.4) at 650 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. The biosensor was prepared by covalent linking of 
GOD/glutaraldehyde to cystaminiumdihydrochloride modified electrode surfaces. Glucose injections are 
marked with red arrows. (2) Resulting glucose calibration curve showing linear correlation. 

 
As already indicated, immobilization via functionalized self-assembled monolayers generally 
leads to lower sensitivity of the biosensor, due to a lower enzyme concentration deposited on 
the electrode surface. In case of direct covalent binding, a monolayer of enzyme is immobilized 
at the surface. In contrast, cross-linking of the SAM and enzyme with glutaraldehyde, as it was 
performed throughout this thesis, rather leads to the enzyme being entrapped in a thin cross-
linked network instead of an enzyme monolayer. However, the amount of enzyme deposited is 
decreased in comparison to entrapment in a polymer matrix. To visualize this statement, Figure 
4.9 shows a comparison of the current response obtained at the polymer based biosensor and 
at the SAM modified enzyme electrode upon subsequent glucose addition. As expected, the 
sensitivity of the latter approach is significantly decreased. However, biosensors based on 
covalently attached SAM usually provide higher mechanical stability. Depending on the 
application and concentration of the analyte both approaches are of practical value. 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the current response obtained at enzyme electrodes based on SAM and 
polymer entrapment immobilization following glucose injection (measurement in 0.1 M phosphate buffer 
pH 7.4 at 0.65 mV vs. Ag/AgCl). As expected from theoretical considerations, the SAM based biosensor 
shows a much lower sensitivity. 

4.1.3 AFM tip integrated biosensors 

Prior to immobilization of enzymes at the surface of the AFM tip integrated electrodes, the 
functionality of the bifunctional probes was studied in simultaneous SECM feedback and AFM 
dynamic mode experiments. A microstructured gold grating at a silicon nitride substrate was 
used as a model substrate. 
 

 

Figure 4.10: Simultaneously recorded AFM dynamic mode and SECM feedback mode measurement of a 
gold grating on silicon nitride. The topography recorded in dynamic mode operation of AFM (A) and the 
corresponding current signal (B) show excellent correlation. The images were recorded with a scan rate of 
2 Hz (the redox mediator was 20 mM ferrocyanide in 0.5M KCl supporting electrolyte; Etip = 0.65 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl). 

 
In Figure 4.10: (A), the topography of the substrate shows elevated gold stripes with a width of 
10 µm and a height of 200 nm. Figure 4.10: (B) illustrates the simultaneously recorded current 
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information. In both images the elevated gold grating can be clearly seen. Due to positive 
feedback (based on the recycling of the ferricyanide at the gold feature) an increased current in 
comparison to the steady state current in bulk solution is obtained. The observed negative 
feedback over the (insulating) silicon nitride structure is based on partially blocking the 
hemispherical diffusion of the redox mediator towards the integrated electrode leading to a 
decreased current (negative feedback). A comparison of the recorded topography and 
electrochemical information shows excellent agreement of the obtained structures in the 
images demonstrating the ability of the bifunctional probes to simultaneously recorded 
topography and electrochemical properties. 
As already discussed in previous chapters, bifunctional AFM probe design is not limited to the 
integration of amperometric electrodes, and can be extended to implement potentiometric 
electrodes or, as shown in this thesis, for the integration of electrochemical biosensors.  
The presented integration of biosensors into AFM probes is an exemplary demonstration 
serving as basis for more sophisticated integrated sensors based on the immobilization of the 
biological component in a hydrogel matrix. Therefore, the development of tip-integrated 
biosensors was not the main objective of this thesis. However, it could be demonstrated that 
the proposed approach of tip-integrated biosensors is highly promising in respect to the 
development of imaging microbiosensors. 
As a model for the AFM tip integrated biosensors based on the self-assembly approach, 
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was immobilized onto the integrated gold microelectrode as 
previously described (see chapter 3.3.6). A tip generation/substrate collection SECM 
experiment involving simultaneous detection of tip integrated enzyme activity and AFM 
topography was performed. The electrochemical signal generation is based on the following 
reactions: 
 

(1) +− +→+ FMAOHFMAOH 222  (Enzymatic reaction catalyzed by HRP) 

(2) FMAeFMA →+ −+  (Electrode reaction, E = 0.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl) 

 
HRP catalyzes the reduction of hydrogen peroxide, with hydroxymethylferrocene (FMA) acting 
as a metal organic electron, which is oxidized to ferrocinium methylhydroxide (FMA+). The 
electroactive co-product FMA+ produced in the vicinity of the enzymatic layer diffuses to the 
microstructured gold spots at the sample surface, which are biased at a potential of 0.05 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl driving the reduction of FMA+. Hence, information on the local electrochemical activity 
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with respect to the position of the tip-integrated biosensor is provided. Figure 4.11 shows the 
respective AFM and SECM images. 
 

 

Figure 4.11: Simultaneously recorded topography (A) and tip integrated enzyme activity (B) recorded in 
generation/collection mode. The substrate (microstructured gold spots) is biased at a potential of 0.05 V 
vs. Ag/AgCl driving the reduction of FMA+. Although the current image is noisy, the location of the gold 
spots and, hence, the tip integrated enzyme activity can be clearly depicted. The images were recorded 
with a scan rate of 1.5 Hz. 

 
The studies of laterally resolved glucose membrane transport by AFM tip integrated glucose 
biosensors involve following reactions: 
 

(1) 222cos OHtonegluconolacOegluD +−→+−− δβ  

 (Enzymatic reaction catalyzed by GOD) 

(2) +− +→+ FMAOHFMAOH 222  (Enzymatic reaction catalyzed by HRP) 

(3) FMAeFMA →+ −+  (Electrode reaction, E = 0.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl) 

 
Glucose was detected via two different approaches. Figure 4.12 shows a scheme of the 
experimental setup. 
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Figure 4.12: Scheme of the experimental setup for glucose membrane transport and glucose sensing. 
Upper compartment contains buffer (A) or HRP and FMA (B). Ideally, altered current response should be 
observed only over the pores of the membrane due to the electrochemical conversion of hydrogen 
peroxide (A) or ferrocinium methylhydroxide (B). Hydrogen peroxide results from the enzymatic 
conversion of glucose, FMA+ in turn from two consecutive enzymatic reactions with glucose and 
hydrogen peroxide as the enzymatic substrates. 

 
First, buffer solution was filled into the upper compartment, which was separated from the lower 
compartment with a track-etched membrane (pore size: 220 nm) containing glucose solution. 
GOD converts glucose into gluconolactone producing H2O2 as the by-product of the enzymatic 
conversion. The AFM tip was biased at 0.65 V in order to oxidize hydrogen peroxide. 
Therefore, the localized diffusion of glucose was mapped. Figure 4.13 shows the respective 
results. The topography of the membrane (A) can be clearly seen. Although, the current 
response (B) (especially in the upper part of the image) is very noisy, indications of enhanced 
current response above the pores can be seen in the lower part of the image. 
 

 

Figure 4.13: Simultaneously recorded topography (A) and current images (B) of the surface of a 
polycarbonate membrane. The AFM tip integrated electrode was biased at 0.65 v vs. Ag/AgCl in order to 
oxidize enzymatically produced hydrogen peroxide resulting from the conversion of glucose. The upper 
part of image (B) is very noisy, however, laterally resolved detection of glucose diffusing from the 
membrane pores can clearly be imaged. The images were recorded with a scan rate of 1 Hz. 
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For the second approach involving a bi-enzymatic conversion as shown in the reaction scheme 
above, the solution in the upper compartment was exchanged with a HRP and FMA solution. In 
the presence of HRP hydrogen peroxide is reduced catalyzed by the enzyme and ferrocinium 
methylhydroxide is produced. FMA+ diffuses to the tip integrated electrode which was biased at 
a potential of 0.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl. At this potential only FMA+ and no other species in the 
solution is converted. Hence the localized diffusion of glucose is mapped in presence of 
peroxidase. The obtained images are shown in Figure 4.14. Here again, the topography of the 
membrane can be depicted very well. However, at this stage no significant current change 
above the pores of the membrane could be observed. It is expected that improvements of the 
signal processing electronics will improve the S/N ratio in future enabling visualization of the 
current response. 
 

 

Figure 4.14: Simultaneously recorded topography (A) and current images (B) of the surface of a 
polycarbonate membrane. The AFM tip integrated electrode was biased at 0.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl, in order to 
convert enzymatically produced FMA+. No significant current change above the pores of the membrane 
could be observed due to very high background noise. The images were recorded with a scan rate of 1 Hz. 
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4.2 Temperature responsive microgels 

4.2.1 AFM studies 

Atomic force microscopy is a powerful technique for the investigation of surfaces and interfaces 
in ambient and liquid environments. AFM investigations of hydrogel films are usually performed 
to obtain mechanical and structural data on those novel materials [30-32]. However, studies on 
single hydrogel microparticles (microgels) and in-situ observation of their temperature 
responsive behavior are a challenge that to date cannot be found in literature. In order to study 
their functionality and application as novel drug delivery systems and immobilization matrices 
for biosensors, laterally resolved information on their structure and dynamic behavior is a 
fundamental prerequisite. In this thesis, first studies were performed to demonstrate the ability 
of AFM for imaging hydrogel microparticles and to obtain information on the dependence of 
particle height on the applied tip force prior to in-situ temperature studies. 
 

 

Figure 4.15: In-situ AFM images of hydrogel microparticle swelling in deionized water. (A) 2 min swelling 
period in water. (B) 5 min swelling period in water. The particles in image (A) are already highly swollen 
indicating that the swelling process occurs at a very fast rate. The images were recorded with a scan rate 
of 3 Hz. 

 
By tuning the polymerization conditions, different hydrogel particle sizes can be designed. A 

microgel particle size of approx. 1 µm (at pH 7, 20 °C) was chosen for all AFM studies, 

showing a height change due to the temperature induced deswelling effect, which should be 
well detectable with the AFM. In-situ investigations on the swelling behavior and swelling rate 
upon addition of deionized water were performed by using a sample stage with a mounted 
liquid flow cell. Due to re-alignment of the laser from ambient to liquid conditions the first 
images of the sample surface could not be recorded until 2-3 min after immersion. Image (A) in 
Figure 4.15 reveals that at this point of time the particles were already swollen to a high extent 
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showing that the uptake of water occurs at a very fast rate. The series were recorded without 
changing any experimental parameters and without withdrawing the tip from the sample 
surface. Figure 4.15 shows two images of the swelling process ((A) two minutes, (B) five 
minutes after immersion of the particles in water). The images were recorded by using AFM 
contact mode and comparatively high scan rates (~2-3 Hz). A difference in particle diameter 
can be clearly seen (approx. 1.45 µm at 2 min and approx. 1.75 µm at 5 min). However, it is 
difficult to derive whether these shape differences results from additional water uptake or if the 
particles were moved/shifted by the applied force. The dependency of the applied tip force on 
the particle shape will be discussed more detailed later in this chapter. The swelling process 
most probably occurs on such a fast time scale that conventional AFM does not offer sufficient 
temporal resolution to image this process. 
 

 

Figure 4.16: AFM images of microgels in air ((A) and (B)) and in deionized water ((C) and (D))-investigating 
the stability of the samples. The time period between recording image (A) and (B) was 25 min (area was 
scanned 9 times), and between (C) and (D) 55 min (area was scanned 15 times). As can be derived from 
the recorded images, immobilization of the electrostatically attached hydrogel particles is strong. It 
should be noted that although these measurements were performed in AFM contact mode, the soft 
particles were not detached from the substrate surface. The images were recorded with a scan rate of 
approx. 1.5 Hz. 

 
To analyze the efficiency of the hydrogel immobilization onto the substrate surface, constant 
scanning over the same sample area was performed without changing the experimental 
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settings. Typically, 10 to 15 images were recorded during AFM contact mode measurements 
under both ambient and aqueous (deionized water) conditions. The measurements were 
repeated at different spots of the 1 x 1 cm sample. The stability of electrostatically attached 
hydrogel particles was found to be strongly dependent on the respective sample area. Figure 
4.16 shows AFM images (air and deionized water) of sample areas with strongly attached 
particles. Scanning over the same area for 25-55 min (air: 25 min, 9 scans; water: 55 min, 15 
scans) does not significantly affect the surface morphology, as can be clearly derived from the 
images. Apparently, even the use of AFM contact mode applying higher forces to the sample 
surface in comparison to dynamic mode operation does not significantly influence or destroy 
the microgels at the scanned spots, which is surprising as the particles have a water content of 
up to 90 % in their swollen state (in deionized water and below the VPTT). The surface of the 
swollen particles can be described as spongy and soft resulting in the difficulty of deriving 
height information on the investigated microparticles.  
 

 

Figure 4.17: AFM studies of hydrogel sample stability (under ambient conditions) at a poorly immobilized 
sample area. The central, particle free area in image (A) was scanned once before increasing the scan 
range to obtain image (A). Rescanning of the same area resulted in image (B) showing that the hydrogel 

particles are detached. After increasing the scan range from 10 µm to 20 µm image (C) was obtained. This 
series depicts that poor immobilization leads to only weakly bound particles that can be easily detached 
from the surface with a single scan. The images were recorded with a scan rate of approx. 1.5 Hz. 

 
In contrast to Figure 4.16 it was found that an average sample also contains areas with poorly 
immobilized microparticles. Hydrogel particles are shifted at or detached from the surface by 
the impact of the scanning AFM tip. Figure 4.17 shows a series of images were hydrogel 
particles disappeared after a single scan across the sample section. Upon increase of the scan 
range on the same spot, the area which was scanned before can be clearly identified due to 
detached particles. Poor immobilization of microgels can be attributed to inadequate cleaning 
and/or functionalization of the substrate prior to immobilization leading to incomplete 
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attachment of the particles on those parts of the surface. Sample preparation is an important 
step in AFM investigation of hydrogel particles, however, samples with uniform stability were 
rarely observed. 
Generally, AFM contact mode has a higher force impact on samples and is therefore 
recommended for measurements on robust surfaces. However, as mentioned before hydrogels 
are comparatively soft materials. Hence, in order to reduce the force impact and to lower the 
probability of removing particle from the surface AFM dynamic mode measurements were 
considered more suitable for the investigation of hydrogels. 
 

 

Figure 4.18: AFM studies of the microgel shape in respect to the applied force. Images were recorded in 
AFM dynamic mode at different values of the amplitude setpoint (in liquid, pH 3). A/A0 (amplitude/free 
amplitude) settings were as follows: (A) 0.7, (B) 0.675, (C) 0.65, (D) 0.625, (E) 0.6 and (D) 0.575. Images (A) 
and (B) appear blurred due to inappropriate force settings. In contrast, particles in image (E) and (F) are 
too intended because the applied force was too high. Force optimization for sufficient imaging quality 
along with minimization of indentation is a prerequisite for the following in-situ studies. The images were 
recorded with a scan rate of 2 Hz. 

 
As clearly seen in Figure 4.18, even AFM dynamic mode operation has a certain impact on soft 
samples, especially when the cantilever is driven acoustically (magnetic drive of the cantilever 
decreases the force impact [103]). The complex dependence of the imaging results on the 
imaging parameters is well known [104]. To observe the influence of the applied force on the 
particle shape, surface areas were continuously scanned while increasing the force impact. 
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During measurements in ambient conditions the particle height does not significantly change 
upon stepwise increasing the force. However, the height information of swollen particles 
(mapped in solution pH 3) showed a strong dependence on the applied force (Figure 4.18). The 
challenge for imaging soft materials is illustrated in Figure 4.18. In order to still achieve a 
decent imaging quality, the parameters adjusting the applied force are already influencing the 
particle shape of the highly hydrophilic soft particles. A compromise between image quality and 
impact of the force on the height information has to be achieved. If a high force (usually 
A/A0 < 0.6 - 0.65) is applied the particles are intended leading to misinterpretation of the true 
particle dimensions. 
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Figure 4.19: Influence of the applied force on the height of hydrogel microparticles. Average values of four 
sample areas are shown (1-4). Force values are specified in % of the free cantilever amplitude (free 
cantilever amplitude ~ 8). The particle height values for each area show highly linear dependency, 
however, sufficient correlation for particle heights in different scan areas could not be obtained. 

 
Figure 4.19 shows a plot of average values of particle height versus applied tip force. 
Measurements on four different sample spots were performed. Before each series the tip was 
withdrawn from the surface and the experimental parameters and AFM settings were not 
changed. The same AFM tip was used for all four sample areas. The curves show a linear 
dependency. However, the plots of the single scan spots are not correlated, although, the 
measurement settings were not altered. Hence, the applied force (i.e. the resulting height) is 
apparently not only dependent on the force setpoint value, but also on factors such as changes 
in the tip characteristics. Even if the same tip was used, changes due to adsorption of the soft 
sample material onto the scanning tip may change the tip characteristics and accordingly the 
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force interaction. Therefore, the height information on the hydrogel microparticles derived from 
AFM measurements within this work is considered to provide only relative values. 

4.2.2  AFM-dynamic mode in-situ investigations on temperature responsive 
deswelling behavior of hydrogel microparticles 

Thermoresponsive particles investigated within the presented work show a negative response 
behavior, which is correlated with a change of shape of the particles resulting in a decreased 
height during the deswelling process. In general, the deswelling process of poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide-acrylic acid) copolymer microparticles (polyNIPAM-co-AAc) is dependent 
on the ionic strength of the solution, the pH value and the temperature [105]. Due to the 
complexity of AFM in-situ investigations on hydrogel particles lined out in the previous section, 
only the temperature effect was mapped at a fixed pH value of 3 without considering ionic 
strength effects. As discussed in the previous chapter, AFM investigations on the temperature 
responsive deswelling behavior of microgels requires control of the applied force for evaluation 
of the involved height changes. Taking into account the dependency of the particle height on 
the AFM measurement parameters, the following procedure was applied for all temperature 
experiments. In order to get comparable information on the shape of the particles before and 
after the VPT within one temperature sweep, the tip was engaged during the temperature cycle 
without changing the AFM parameters. Hence, the relative height information retrieved from the 
AFM measurements for one series of data obtained during the temperature induced phase 
transition is accessible. Aluminum coated silicon cantilevers with a nominal tip height of 15 –
 20 µm, and a typical tip curvature of 10 nm were used for all in-situ temperature studies (see 
Table 5). Gold coated silicon nitride cantilevers could not be applied for in-situ temperature 
studies due to thermal effects on the resonance frequency caused by different thermal 
expansion coefficients of the coating and cantilever material [106]. 
Due to the acrylic acid groups, the investigated polyNIPAM-co-AAc particles reveal an 
additional pH responsive behavior involving attenuation of the volume phase transition behavior 
at pH > pKa (4.25). If the acrylic acid groups are (partially) deprotonated (pH > 4.5), the particle 
size increases and the VPTT shifts to higher values due to chain-chain coulombic repulsion 
and increased osmotic pressure resulting from influx of counter ions (Donnan potential) [107, 108]. 
Jones and Lyon [25] reported that dynamic light scattering (DLS) investigations of polyNIPAM-
co-AAc particles at pH 6.5 did not show a VPT in the observed temperature window (≤ 40 °C). 
However, studies reported in literature discuss that on similar particles the volume phase 
transition at a higher pH was not recorded at temperatures < 60 °C [108]. Additionally, at this pH 
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a very broad transition zone of the highly swollen particles is observed. In order to ensure a 
sharp volume phase transition, all in-situ temperature AFM studies on the deswelling behavior 
were performed in solution with pH 3. Due to the lower water content at pH 3, the particles 
additionally reveal higher particle stiffness. Together with the sharp VPT at low temperatures 
this allows AFM investigations on in-situ deswelling behavior. 
A series of experiments were performed on electrostatically bound microparticles. Usually, the 
temperature was ramped between 25 °C and 30-33 °C. Typically, a heating, cooling and re-
heating cycle was performed without withdrawing the tip or significantly changing the 
experimental parameters (Figure 4.20). The tip was scanned continuously and the heating was 
performed in increments of 1 °C with a delay time of approx. 5 min at each temperature 
ensuring that the sample was tempered in order to obtain images at constant temperature 
values. 
 

 

Figure 4.20: AFM images of electrostatically attached hydrogel particles on Au substrate recorded at 
25 °C, 27 °C and 30 °C showing the temperature responsive deswelling effect. The experiment was 
performed while constantly scanning the AFM tip across the surface and recording images in incremental 
steps of 1 °C. After the first temperature sweep (FS) the sample was cooled and heated a second time (SS) 
without significantly changing the measurement parameters or withdrawing the tip. The images were 
recorded with a scan rate of approx. 0.6-0.8 Hz. 

 
Figure 4.20 clearly shows a change of shape of the microgel particles at a temperature of 
27 °C. Due the high water content of the particles below their VPT the soft microgel surface is 
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characterized by a loss of imaging quality, whereas at temperatures > VPTT the image quality 
is improved indicating a change in stiffness of the particles. An additional effect on the imaging 
quality in comparison to the image presented in Figure 4.16 (B) is related to the changed tip 
geometry. The increase in aspect ratio of the aluminium coated silicon tips in comparison to the 
gold coated silicon nitride tips deteriorates the image quality, since the tip apparently 
penetrates the soft swollen microparticles to a higher extent. 
The observed results in change of particle stiffness correlate well with theory describing a water 
exclusion up to 90 % upon passing the VPTT along with increased stiffness [33].  
Additionally it should be noted that the VPTT obtained of the electrostatically bound particles is 
decreased in comparison to the VPTT obtained in bulk measurements [25]. This effect may be 
based on the different experimental conditions and also on the fact that the particles are 
attached to the surface. 
According to photon correlation spectroscopy measurements, the deswelling behavior is 
correlated with a decrease in size of the particles. However, initial AFM experiments as shown 
in Figure 4.20 surprisingly indicate an increase in height upon passing the VPTT at 27 °C. Only 
particles at the edge of the scan area show the expected behavior (marked with black arrows). 
After cooling the sample to the start point of the temperature ramp, the microparticles return to 
their initial state showing the expected reversibility of the deswelling-swelling process within the 
AFM measurements. Heating of the sample for a second time reveals the same results. Due to 
hysteresis of the AFM scanner, which is additionally influenced by the temperature change, the 
scan range slightly shifts during the experiment. Remarkably, again only particles at the edge 
of the scan area show the expected behavior (marked with black arrows). These particles 
follow the expected behavior and their height decreases upon passing the VPT. In order to 
elucidate this “edge effect” the scan area was increased at the maximal temperature of 30 °C 
(Figure 4.21) without removing the AFM tip from the sample surface. Hence the increased scan 
area contains attached microparticles, which were not in contact with the AFM tip during or 
before the temperature cycle. 
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Figure 4.21: AFM images of electrostatically bound microgels recorded at 30 °C. Increase of the scan 
range indicates that particles that have not been in contact with the AFM tip during or before VPT show a 
different phase transition behavior compared to particles that were continuously scanned during heating. 
The white square marks the continuously scanned area. The images were recorded with a scan rate of 
approx. 0.6-0.8 Hz. 

 
Figure 4.21 indicates a strong influence of the AFM tip on the VPT behavior. Hydrogel particles, 
which were not scanned before or during the phase transition, appear flat (h = ~100 nm) and 
show the expected deswelling behavior. Only particles that were in contact with the tip before 
or during the volume phase transition show the unexpected shape and height change 
(h > 200 nm). Apparently, the AFM tip interacts to a certain extend with the attached 
microparticles inducing a change in the volume phase transition behavior. The obtained height 
values retrieved from the AFM measurements at each temperature are given in Figure 4.22. 
Height values that were obtained during the first (FS) and the second sweep (SS) correlate 
well. Since the tip was engaged during the whole temperature experiment, the obtained data 
provides proof that the force impact on the particles was not significantly changed within the 
experiment.  
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Figure 4.22: Plot of the average hydrogel particle height (electrostatic attachment) vs. temperature: (FS) 
first temperature sweep, (C) cooling, (SS) second temperature sweep. The observed increase in height for 
the first and second sweep correlates well. The black dot marks the average particle height (n = 25, 
average height = 92 ± 12 nm) of particles, which were not scanned before or during the transition phase.  

 
In order to further investigate the influence of the AFM tip on the phase transition behavior, the 
experimental conditions were changed as follows: in contrast to other AFM instruments the 
PicoPlus AFM used in all experiments allows keeping the tip engaged at the surface without 
scanning. Again, the tip was engaged at the surface during the whole temperature sweep to 
keep the experimental conditions unaltered. However, instead of continuously imaging the 
sample surface, only one image was recorded after each incremental rise of the temperature 
(typically in steps of 1 °C). 
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Figure 4.23: AFM images of electrostatically bound hydrogel particles on Au surfaces recorded at 25 °C, 
27 °C and 29 °C. During stepwise heating of the sample the tip was engaged at the surface without 
scanning. The particles abruptly change in shape at 27 °C (VPT). The scan range was increased at 29 °C 
revealing the same height dependency on prior scans as shown in Figure 4.21 (white square marks the 
previously scanned area). The images were recorded with a scan rate of approx. 0.4-0.5 Hz. 

 
Figure 4.23 shows the respective AFM images. Although the sample was not scanned 
continuously, the same height dependency of microgel particles, which were scanned before or 
during VPT (see Figure 4.21), is observed, which, again, leads to the conclusion that the tip-
sample interaction affects the deswelling behavior of hydrogel microparticles. 
In order to further minimize the tip-sample interaction, the hydrogel microparticles were 
exposed to the scanning tip only twice, below (25 °C) and above the VPTT (29 °C). During the 
temperature ramp the tip was kept engaged, however, was not scanned across the sample 
surface (Figure 4.24). 
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Figure 4.24: AFM images of electrostatically bound hydrogel particles on Au surfaces recorded at 25 °C 
and 30 °C. After recording the scan at 25 °C, the tip was kept at the surface while increasing the 
temperature to 30 °C. After mapping the sample surface at 30 °C the scan range was increased showing 
the same results as obtained in prior experiments (the white square marks the area that was scanned 
before the VPT). Hence, scanning over the microparticles only once already induces a change of the 
deswelling behavior. The images were recorded with a scan rate of approx. 0.4-0.5 Hz. 

 
The series of experiments shown in Figure 4.21, Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 revealed an 
increase of the particle height, after the microgel particles were – even only once - in contact 
with the AFM tip. This behavior appears independent of the number of performed scans. 
Hence, the observed consistent phenomenon of increased particle height after the VPT 
indicates an irreversible AFM tip-microgel particle interaction altering the VPT behavior of the 
previously scanned particles  
One possible explanation is that the tip induces a partial desorption of the electrostatically 
bound particles from the surface causing a change of the particle shape. Due to the high water 
content of the swollen particles, the imaging quality is poor and this effect is not evident from 
the AFM data. However, this tip-induced change in footprint and height of the particles induces 
a different deswelling behavior of the microgels (see also Figure 4.29). 
In order to investigate the influence of the proposed partial desorption effect, covalently 
attached particles were investigated in the following. The covalently attached particles were 
formed by immobilization to amino-functionalized gold substrates via amide bonds. In order to 
compare the results of the covalent binding approach with the data obtained for the in-situ 
temperature experiments of the electrostatically bound particles, the same experimental 
conditions were applied. The temperature was again incrementally increased in steps of 1 °C 
and the tip was either continuously scanned or kept engaged at the surface as previously 
described. Figure 4.25 - Figure 4.27 show the obtained AFM images of these studies. 
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Figure 4.25: AFM images of covalently bound hydrogel microparticles on a functionalized Au surfaces 
recorded at 25 °C, 28 °C and 33 °C. The tip was continuously scanned across the surface and AFM images 
were recorded at incremental temperature steps of 1 °C. The images were recorded with a scan rate of 
approx. 0.55 Hz. 

 

 

Figure 4.26: AFM images of covalently bound microgel particles recorded at 33 °C. An increase of the 
scan area shows again the height effect on particles, which were scanned during or prior to the VPT. The 
white square marks the constantly scanned area. The images were recorded with a scan rate of approx. 
0.45-0.55 Hz. 

 

 

Figure 4.27: AFM images of covalently bound hydrogel particles on Au surfaces recorded at 25 °C and 
30 °C. The tip was engaged at the surface without scanning during the temperature ramp. After recording 
an image at 30 °C the scan range was increased indicating the same effect observed during the 
temperature experiments on the electrostatically bound particles (white square marks previously scanned 
particles). The images were recorded with a scan rate of approx. 0.56 Hz. 
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The volume phase transition of the covalently bound particles proceeds at slightly higher 
temperatures (28 °C) in comparison to the electrostatically attached particles, which undergo 
the transition at 27 °C. However, evaluation of the AFM data obtained for the covalently bound 
particles shows the same results in respect to the height increase during the phase transition 
similar to the electrostatically bound microgel particles. As the second image in Figure 4.25 
demonstrates, the height of the particles is increased after the VPT, whereas particles which 
were not scanned prior to the temperature sweep (Figure 4.26, right image) again show the 
expected deswelling behavior along with a reduced particle height. A repetition of the 
experiment scanning the sample only once, before the VPT, however, keeping the tip engaged 
as described previously for the electrostatically attached particles, presents the same effect. 
Figure 4.28 shows a plot of average heights versus temperature during continuously scanning 
the tip on the sample surface while rising the temperature. Height values obtained in first (FS) 
and second temperature sweep (SS) correlate well for temperatures higher the VPTT. 
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Figure 4.28: Trend of the average height of the hydrogel particle (covalently bound) at the respective 
temperature ((FS) first temperature sweep, (C) cooling, (SS) second temperature sweep). The black dot at 
133 ± 46 nm marks the average particle height in the areas, which were not in contact with the AFM tip 
during scanning. 

 
It should be noted that optimization of the image quality for covalently attached samples was a 
tedious procedure. In general, satisfying image quality of the swollen particles could not be 
achieved leading to uncertainty of the height values, especially below the VPT. In 
consequence, the plot in Figure 4.28 shows no significant change in the height values at the 
VPTT. The observed temperature effect on the swelling behavior along with the poor imaging 
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ability is hypothesized as follows: although the microgels are covalently bound, the total 
adhesion to the surface might be lower compared to the electrostatic attachment due to the 
lower number of binding sites, as there is a higher density of electric charges on the surface of 
the particles compared to the sites for possible covalent binding. No further investigations on 
this issue were performed at this stage of the presented work, but should be a starting point for 
future experiments elucidating the processes occurring at the sample surface. Additionally, 
repeated measurements on the covalent attached particles revealed that particles were easily 
removed from the substrate surface indicating that they were either only weakly bound or still 
only adsorbed to the surface. Hence, in future the conditions of covalently binding hydrogel 
particles to the substrate surface have to be improved and optimized in order to obtain more 
reproducible results and improved imaging quality on the phase transition behavior. Due to 
limited access to other covalent immobilization processes within this thesis, no further 
investigations on covalently attached particles were performed.  
The results obtained from measurements of the covalently attached microgels are contradictory 
to the hypothesis of AFM tip-induced desorption. However due to the questionable quality of 
the samples this theory cannot be conclusively eliminated. 
In order to elucidate the contradictory AFM data obtained on the deswelling behavior of the 
microgels, following model should be discussed. 
At the chosen pH value (3) the acidic groups of the acrylic acid present in the hydrogel network 
are fully protonated. For all in-situ temperature investigations a silicon probe was used. Hence 
under ambient condition and without further pretreatment the silicon surface is covered with 
hydroxyl groups (silicon surfaces are known to possess about 5*10-14 OH-groups/cm2 under 
normal laboratory conditions [109]). Hence, hydrogen bonding may be formed between the 
carboxylic group and the terminated hydroxyl groups leading to attractive adhesion forces. This 
adhesion effect between tip and particle can result in a change of the initial particle footprint 
and height of the particles, which were in contact with the AFM tip. Furthermore, this effect can 
be enhanced due to the high aspect ratio of the silicon tips applied in AFM imaging. The tip is 
dipped into the soft outer layer of the particles leading to a strong adhesion to the outer shell 
and changing the shape of the attached particle. Adhesion effects were obtained by Woodward 
et al. [110] investigating the interaction forces between similar hydrogels (polyNIPAM-co-AAc, 
with a 5 % lower acrylic acid content than the particles used in the presented studies) microgels 
and silica surfaces with colloid probe microscopy. These results reveal that only at pH 4 
(< pKa(AAc)), when the carboxylic groups are protonated, adhesive forces were obtained. At 
higher pH values repulsive forces between the probe and the gels were measured. A 
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suggested mechanism is that the interactions between the outer shell of the microgels and the 
AFM tip pull the particles up and/or rip them partially off causing a shape change. Hence, this 
change in shape may induce a different swelling behavior, which leads to a smaller footprint of 
the particle and increased height instead of the collapsing deswelling effect. However, at the 
present stage of the investigations it is not clear, why an irreversible change of the particle 
shape will occur by scanning the tip across the particle. The AFM studies on the 
electrostatically bound particles do not support a theory of ripping off the particles, since AFM 
imaging on repeated heating and cooling experiments could be performed at the same sample 
spot. Furthermore, the hypothesis that the particle remains in the energetic unfavorable 
“decreased footprint/increased height state” over a period of 30-40 min, appears unlikely for the 
experimental series where scanning of the tip was only performed once in the beginning of the 
heating experiment at 25 °C and then after the VPT at 30 °C. 
Figure 4.29 summarize a schematic view of the proposed models for tip induced modification of 
the hydrogel particles.  
 

 

Figure 4.29: represents a scheme of proposed models for AFM tip influence on hydrogel particles. (A) 
particle that is depicted before the VPT, (B) particle that is not depicted before the VPT. (1) – (4) 
electrostatic attachment to the surface and tip induced desorption: (1) – (2) scanning of the AFM tip 
desorbs the side areas of the hydrogel particle and squeezes the particles together (particle A), particle B 
having no contact to the AFM tip remains unaltered. (5) – (8) covalent attachment to the surface and 
adhesion of hydrogel to the AFM tip. (5) – (6) adhesion of hydrogel to the tip leads to partial pull-off of the 
particle in z direction (particle A), again particle B remains unaltered. (3) & (7) During the volume phase 
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transition particle A deswells not only in z direction of the substrate but additionally in the (x, y) plane (3-
dimensional deswelling). Particle B deswells mainly in one dimension only (z direction).  

 
Optimizing the imaging quality of swollen particles obtained with the aluminium coated silicon 
cantilevers was typically a tedious procedure and measurements were performed using 
comparatively low scan rates (0.5 - 0.7 Hz). As described before, the high aspect ratio of these 
tips enables the tip to dip deep into the soft shell of the particle reducing the imaging quality. In 
contrast, the gold coated silicon nitride tips with a lower aspect ratio resulted in higher imaging 
quality allowing higher scan rates (up to 3 Hz). This effect is associated with the tip geometry, 
which is listed in Table 5. 
 

Dimension Silicon cantilevers 
(Al coated) 

Silicon nitride cantilevers 
(Au coated) 

tip curvature <10 nm 15-30 nm 

tip height 15-20 µm 2.8 µm 

Table 5: AFM tip dimensions of used cantilevers.  

 
The silicon cantilevers can be envisaged as sharp needles, which penetrate the outer shell of 
polymer network to a certain extent, whereas the silicon nitride tips are hypothesized to 
predominantly slide across the surface of the hydrogel particles. Figure 4.30 schematically 
compares imaging of a soft sample with the two cantilever shapes. 
 

 

Figure 4.30: Scheme of the applied cantilever shapes. (A) “Needle-like” silicon cantilever (backside 
aluminium coated). During scanning across the particles the tip penetrates the hydrogel matrix. Adhesion 
of material leads to easier destruction and blurred images. (B) Silicon nitride cantilever (backside gold 
coated). Cantilever rather slides across the particles instead of penetrating. 
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As indicated before, the backside gold coating on the silicon nitride cantilevers leads to a drift in 
the force setpoint during heating of the sample [106]. Thermal stress within the gold layer upon 
temperature changes induces a drift of the photodiode signal preventing in-situ studies with an 
increased imaging time. In order to reduce this thermal drift, the gold layer from the backside of 
the cantilever mount can be removed in aqua regia (one part conc. HNO3 and three parts conc. 
HCl) by dipping the cantilever mount into the acid mixture. Careful removal allows a controlled 
area of gold remaining at the front of the cantilever to maintain enough reflectivity for 
subsequent laser alignment. AFM probes modified by this technique do not show unfavorable 
thermal drifts and, hence, these less invasive tips can in future be used for AFM heating 
experiments. 
An alternative approach can be envisaged including complete removal of the gold coating and 
subsequent controlled sputtering of a gold layer only on the very end of the cantilever. 
Additionally, this approach allows to further decrease the curvature of the tip to a desired value 
of 30 nm - 100 nm. Using a modified AFM tip with a curvature of approx. 130 nm, the 
temperature responsive deswelling of electrostatic bound particles was investigated. The tip 
was scanned during the heating process and images were recorded after stabilizing the 
temperature at 25 °C, 27 °C and 30 °C. At 30 °C the scan range was increased leading to the 
same results that were achieved in previously performed experiments (Figure 4.31). Previously 
depicted hydrogel microparticles again show a different behavior upon passing the VPT. 
Although a loss in lateral resolution is obtained, future applications will include further 
modification of the gold coating with a long chain thiol monolayer resulting in a hydrophobic tip, 
which could be used to finally proof the proposed hypothesis. 
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Figure 4.31: AFM images of electrostatically bound hydrogel microparticles on functionalized Au surfaces 
recorded at 25 °C, 27 °C and 30 °C. A modified silicon nitride cantilever was used (Au sputtered tip, tip 
curvature ~ 130 nm). The hydrogel particles show the same trend in shape change as during all other 
experiments in this study. The images were recorded with a scan rate of approx. 0.6 Hz. 

 
For confirmation of the obtained results, additional information using complementary non 
invasive techniques would be needed. Hence, we propose the combination of optical 
microscopy measurements of the particle height, with prior scanning of a sample array using 
the AFM. Therefore, following experiment was performed: AFM was used to pattern a hydrogel 
surface by scanning  the AFM tip once in defined arrays across the sample surface (in solution 
pH 3). Figure 4.32 shows a scheme of the produced pattern. 
 

 

Figure 4.32: Scheme of the microgel particle scan pattern produced by AFM. Grey areas (5x5 µm) were 
scanned once at 17 °C, white areas remained unmodified (scans were performed in solution at pH 3).  
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After “patterning” of the sample by AFM, the substrate was transferred into an optical 
microscope (oil-immersion objective, 100-fold magnification) and the shape change associated 
with the temperature responsive deswelling was monitored by optical microscopy. The 
objective of the experiment was to investigate whether the footprints of the particles in the 
previously scanned area were significantly altered in comparison to the hydrogel particles, 
which were not in contact to the AFM tip. As proposed in the scheme of Figure 4.29 scanning 
the particle surface should lead to a tip induced desorption or tip adhesion of the hydrogel 
particles and, therefore, an altered dimension of the footprint. However, although the scanned 
area was marked to date it was impossible to locate the scanned spots again in the optical 
microscope during these preliminary experiments. For future works following experimental 
changes are suggested: (i) increased AFM scan area; (ii) reduced time between scanning and 
optical investigation; and (iii) improved marking of the scanned pattern from AFM enabling 
retrieval of the same area in optical microscopy. 
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5 Conclusions and outlook 
In the presented work strategies for the development of microelectrode based biosensors were 
investigated with main emphasis on optimization of the experimental conditions for subsequent 
miniaturization and integration of amperometric biosensors into AFM tips. Beyond established 
immobilization techniques, novel materials such as hydrogels have been studied with AFM in 
order to obtain laterally resolved information of their temperature behavior in prospect to their 
use as novel materials for immobilization of biological components (e.g. enzyme entrapment) 
and drug delivery systems. 
Preparation of the conventional biosensing layers on microelectrodes was achieved using two 
well established approaches: (i) entrapment of enzymes based on pulsed deposition of 
electrophoretic polymers and (ii) covalent attachment via self-assembled monolayers. Both 
approaches have been selected for the integration of biosensing layers into an integrated 
AFM/SECM probe, since the immobilization can be localized at miniaturized electrodes without 
involving any manual manipulation of the electrode surface. For the first approach, it was found 
that pulsed deposition of the enzyme containing film resulted in an optimum of enzyme activity 
and film stability at the miniaturized electroactive surface if one pulse cycle was applied. In 
respect to the modification of the AFM tip integrated micro- and nanoelectrodes this parameter 
is crucial. 
The covalent immobilization approach, as expected, showed lower sensitivity of the biosensor 
due to lower enzyme concentration on the surface via covalent binding. Hence, this approach 
was demonstrated for the immobilization of horseradish peroxidase at the integrated 
AFM/SECM probe, however, was not further investigated. The obtained current response for 
integrated biosensors obtained via polymer entrapment usually was in the pA range [101]. The 
prepared biosensors based on polymer entrapment had the best current response after storing 
the fabricated biosensor at 4 °C for 24 h. Micro biosensors with an electroactive diameter of 

10 µm were calibrated using manual and automated standard addition. The detection limit 

determined with manual glucose standard addition was 50 µM, which was lower compared to 
the detection limit obtained with FIA due to better control of the background noise at this stage 
of the presented work. During flow injection analysis the use of a peristaltic pump resulted in 
higher background noise and, therefore, a reduced detection limit. However, the calibration 
curves obtained in FIA calibration experiments revealed improved linearity and excellent 
correlation of the obtained data. Due to limited time, more extensive studies on the prepared 
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AFM tip integrated biosensors could not be performed during this work and will be topic of 
future studies. 
Thermoresponsive hydrogels are novel materials with potential applications as immobilization 
matrices in biosensor design and drug delivery. Furthermore, they can be used as model 
systems for soft biological surfaces. A prerequisite for these challenging applications is the 
fundamental characterization of these materials and understanding of the temperature 
responsive behavior. To date, studies on the temperature dependent swelling or deswelling are 
mainly performed in bulk experiments using light scattering techniques. Scanning probe 
investigations were used to image films before and after passing phase transition. In order to 
monitor the in-situ changes during the volume phase transition induced by the temperature 
change, atomic force microscopy was used studying volume changes of single polyNIPAM-co-
AAc hydrogel microparticles for the first time. The sample surface was either continuously 
scanned during cycling of the temperature, or single scans were performed before and after the 
volume phase transition, however, while keeping the AFM tip engaged at the sample surface. 
Additionally, the complex phase transition behavior of these particles is dependent on the pH 
and ionic strength of the solution. To control the experimental conditions, all experiments were 
performed in a solution of pH 3. The volume phase transition was observed at 27 - 28 °C. 
One of the major findings of the conducted experiments is that the interaction of the AFM tip 
with the immobilized particles significantly influences their volume phase transition behavior. 
Particles being depicted before the volume phase transition temperature show a difference in 
shape after passing this temperature, in contrast to particles, which were not in contact with the 
AFM tip. Even single scans before the VPT induce a change in the phase transition behavior. 
In order to investigate the immobilization effect on the phase transition behavior, 
electrostatically bound particles and covalently attached particles were investigated. Several 
variations of the experiments were performed in order to investigate the effect of the applied 
AFM tip force and to enable formulating a hypothesis for these surprising results. In summary, 
it is very likely that the particles are partially desorbed by the AFM tip due to hydrophilic 
adhesive forces at pH 3. However, further experiments will be conducted with a hydrophobic 
AFM tip to proof this hypothesis. 
The experiments performed within this thesis have also shown new perspectives for future 
work, in both presented fields, the development of AFM tip integrated biosensors and for in-situ 
phase transition studies of thermoresponsive hydrogels. 
For further maximization of the enzyme concentration (activity) within the recognition layer of tip 
integrated biosensor providing enhanced sensitivity, further optimization of the pre 
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polymerization solution is suggested. In addition, reproducible fabrication of the enzyme 
containing layer is a prerequisite for routine application of biosensors. Resulting, lower 
detection limits open the field for a wide variety of applications. Measurements on living 
samples, e.g. sensing of the glucose metabolism in vicinity of single cells, requires high 
sensitivity of the applied biosensors. Future applications may include the combination of 
scanning AFM tip integrated biosensors with molecular recognition force spectroscopy based 
on the modification of the tip with biological recognition elements [54, 55, 58]. Immobilization of an 
enzymatic recognition layer at the integrated electrode surface will result in novel 
multifunctional scanning probes simultaneously measuring topography, localized 
bio(electro)activity and binding/rupture events. Additionally, for thorough characterization of the 
developed biosensors further improvement of the calibration methodology is needed. The 
application of SIA instead of FIA is a promising alternative for reducing the high background 
noise. It is expected that further optimization of AFM tip integrated biosensors will lead to 
innovative applications in a variety of biological/biomedical applications. 
In order to enhance the knowledge on the interaction of thermoresponsive hydrogels with AFM 
probes, several strategies are proposed. First, sample preparation has to be optimized, 
especially for covalent immobilization of hydrogel particles. Both, more reproducible 
experimental conditions for AFM measurements along with enhanced knowledge for future 
applications using hydrogels as immobilization matrices in novel biosensor design can thus be 
achieved. In order to further elucidate the obtained experimental results on the volume phase 
transition behavior, following approaches are proposed. AFM measurements with hydrophobic 
probes are suggested, due to lower adhesive interactions between the sample and the tip. 
Modification of AFM probes with a long-chained (e.g. C18) thiol monolayer is a promising 
approach. In addition, magnetically oscillated AFM (MAC mode) can be used for reduced force 
impact on the sample. To evaluate data obtained with dynamic mode AFM, the results should 
be correlated with data obtained from other non invasive scanning probe techniques such as 
NSOM. For elucidation of the change of particle footprints induced by the scanning AFM tip, 
further experiments combining optical microscopy with in-situ AFM measurement as already 
described in the discussion section (see chapter 4.2.2) can be envisaged. By simultaneously 
applying both techniques, independent observations of the volume phase transition will be 
obtained. The MI AFM used for the experiments in this thesis allows mounting of the AFM on 
an inverted microscope, which was already applied within our research group for cell 
investigations. Hence, changes in the phase transition behavior induced by the AFM tip could 
be simultaneously monitored with independent techniques. 
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Additionally, recording force distance curves to increase the information on attractive/repulsive 
forces between the AFM probe and the sample will help understanding the processes occurring 
during the volume phase transition of the particles. 
Combining responsive hydrogels with tip integrated biosensors provides following perspectives 
for future applications. Hydrogels are highly promising materials for immobilizing biological 
recognition elements at biosensor surfaces. However, molecule-loaded thermoresponsive 
microgel particles known to expel solvent - and therefore the loaded component - can be 
applied for mimicking exocytosis events in a controlled setting. Laterally resolved 
measurements on the kinetics of this process at individual hydrogel particles would be a 
valuable asset in the field of drug delivery applications. 
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